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ABSTRACT 
After a brief introduction, chapter 2 is devoted to the pre-
history of c and b quark physics, including the discoveries of 
charmoniurn and bottomoniurn. Following some brief arguments on why 
heavy quarkonium spectroscopy is indeed an important field of 
particle physics. in chapter 4 some points on experimental 
techniques are discussed. Chapter 5 presents parts of the basic 
quarkonium phenomenology, including discussions of various items 
related to potential models. 
The aim of chapter 6 is to give an up-to-date (April 1986) 
presentation of the state-of-the-art of experimental charmonium 
and bottomonium spectroscopy below open heavy flavour threshold, 
including the confrontation of experimental results to represen-
tative theoretical predictions. 
The physics of mesons with open heavy flavours is outside 
the scope of this work, and will not be discussed. 
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1.1. THE HYDROGEN ATOM - A WELL KNOWN EXAMPLE OF A SIMPLE. BOUND 
SYSTEM 
To direct your thoughts in the right direction. let me 
remind you about perhaps the best known example of a bound system 
of two entities in quantum physics: the hydrogen atom. As you all 
know, it consists of a positively electrically charged proton and 
a negative electron as depicted in fig. 1.1. 
Between the two particles the Coulomb potential 
a. V(r) - - F ( 1.1) 
acts. binding them together. Here a. is the fine structure 
constant and r the spatial separation between the electron and 
proton. 
In non-relativistic quantum mechanics. the stationary states 
W(~) with their energy eigenvalues are given by the solutions of 
the time independent Schrodinger equation 
HW • EW ( 1. 2) 
with the Hamiltonian given by 
H - - ~ v 2 + V ( r) ( 1. 3) 
µdenotes the electron-proton reduced mass. The angular momentum 
operators 
2 
and L 2 commute with any central potential, in particular with 
the Coulomb potential (eq. (1.1)) (1). Therefore, since it may 
also be shown that L and L 2 commute with the kinetic energy 
term of eq. (1.3), for any central potential 
[H,tJ - 0 
[H, !!2 1 - 0 
(1.5) 
From (1.5) and the assumption that L 2 has a complete set of 
eigenfunctions, it is deduced that the eigenfunctions of H can be 
chosen so as also to be eigenfunctions of L 2 . 
From this, and the fact that t 2 commutes with any function 
of r, it may be shown that all solutions of eq. (1.2) with a 
central potential are obtained as linear combinations of 
solutions of the form 
W(r) - R(r)Y(0.~) (1.6) 
Without repeating the details, I now simply remind you that 
when applied to the Coulomb potential (eq. (1.1)), the Schrodinger 
equation (1.2) gives solutions 
( 1. 7) 
with corresponding energy eigenvalues En.1ro· Here i is the angular 
momentum quantum number 
1 - 0,1,2, ... 
and n the principal quantum number 
n - l+L 1+2, 1+3, ... 
m is the "magnetic" quantum number, corresponding to the 
eigenvalues of L2 . When i~O. n corresponds to the total number of 
3 
nodes (r.e.¢ surfaces (r~O included). where W(r,e.~) vanishes). 
An important property of the eigenfunction W is that it 
vanishes at origo for 1 ~ 0 (in fact it is proportional to 1 r ) . 
Before leaving the hydrogen atom, I would like to draw your 
attention to fig. 1.2. where a few of the energy levels E 1 are nm 
indicated. In any central potential, the states with given n,1 
quantum numbers are degenerate with respect to the 21+1 m-values 
(a degeneracy which may be lifted by the application of an 
external magnetic field). This degeneracy reflects the invariance 
of the system with respect to rotations about the origin. 
The n-fold degeneracy of levels with fixed n>l with respect 
to 1, however, is peculiar to the Coulomb potential. Any 
departure from the exact 1/r dependence would lift this degene-
racy. 
Orderings of energy levels for various functional forms of 
the potential is discussed for example in ref. (6). 
1.2. OTIIER SIMPLE BOUND SYSTEMS - ONIA 
In the slang of modern physics, various bound states of some 
system with its antisystem are frequently called -onia. 
The fi: . .-st onium extensively studied both theoretically and 
experimentally was the one of a positron bound to an electron, 
positronium [2]. The study of positroniurn (which is still an 
active area) has enabled us to learn about relativistic quantum 
theory and allowed stringent tests of the quantum field theory of 
electro-dynamics, Quantum Electro Dynamics (QED). 
Later the study of bound systems strongly coupling to 
baryon-antibaryon Fairs - baryonium - has received much attention 
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[3]. Baryonium teaches us about the strong interaction (described 
by the quantum field theory of Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD). 
Also, part of the study of baryonium aims at describing and 
possibly observe exotic objects like various predicted multi-
quark states [4] . 
A special case of baryonium is protonium - bound states of a 
proton with an antiproton. Due to the new experimental facility 
at CERN, LEAR (Low Energy Antiproton Ring). interest in protonium 
physics has flourished recently [5]. 
A distinct difference between QCD and QED is the non-Abelian 
property of the former. A consequence of this is that the field 
quanta of QCD, the gluons, carry strong interaction charge, 
colour (as opposed to the QED field quantum, the photon. which is 
not electrically charged). One implication of this is that gluons 
interact. and bound states of two (or more) gluons. gluonia (or 
glueballs), are expected to exist. 
The theoretical study of, and experimental search for, gluonium 
have in fact been an important activity in high energy physics 
the last years [7]. It is the subject of a separate lecture at 
this workshop [8]. 
Probably the most heavily studied onia are the quarkonia, 
bound states of a quark with its anti-quark. or the study of 
hidden flavour mesons. Often one distinguishes between light and 
heavy quarkonia, the former being uu. - 0 0 dd (n , p • n, ... ) , and 
ss{¢l (1020)' ... ) states. and the latter consisting of CC, bb, 
and (so far undetected) tt states. 
The theoretical and experimental study of the cc and bb 
systems has since 1974 constituted an important part of high 
energy physics activity. 
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This lecture is an attempt to introduce you to and summarize 
for you the progress made in this field and its present status. 
1.3. NOTATION, DEFINITIONS 
I list underneath a few symbols with the meanings in which 
they will (if not explicitly stated otherwise) consistently be 
applied throughout the lecture 
q light quark (u,d,s) 
Q heavy quark (c,b, (t)) 
quark electric charge (in units of the 
proton charge) 
lepton (1 - e,µ,T) 
-+ W•W(r)•W(r.0.~) wave function 
R(r) radial wave function 
J/W. W' particles in the cc spectrum 
- e
2/Tlc the fine structure constant 
(1/137) 
Throughout the lecture we use natural units (i.e. setting n-c-1. 
obtaining MeV-l as length and time scale) . 
1.3.1. Quantum Numbers. Spectroscopic Notation 
~ 
The spin and angular momentum degrees of freedom of a QQ 
system are indicated in fig. 1.3. The total spin operator 
s - defines the spin quantum number s: 
6 
52 W - s(s + l)W 
Likewise 
E2 W - 1(1 + l)W 
~ 
The spectroscopic description of the QQ system is now 
2s+1L 
n J 
where n is the principal quantum number, s as defined above, 
L - S,P,D,F, ... denotes 1 - 0,1,2.3, ... , and J is the total 
spin quantum number defined by 
It must be noted that many authors use the radial quantum number 
nr - n - 1 - 1 
instead of the principal one. Whereas n gives the total number 
of r,0.~ nodal surf aces Cr-0 for 1~0 included). nr equals the 
number of nodal r surfaces (constant r-values with W(r,0.~) - O, 
r-0 for 1;0 excluded). See for example M. Born. ref. [1]. 
To complete the confusion one must be aware that in the 
quarkonium literature very frequently is used instead of n or 
the variant v - n +1 - n-1. In such a notation the 
r 
lowest P 
states would be denoted lP instead of the principal quantum 
number notation 2P (and v obviously gives the number of nodal r-
surfaces with r-0 for 1~0 included). 
Often I will characterize the quarkonium states by their 
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spin (J), parity (P) and charge conjugation (C) quantum numbers 
as 
For example the photon is 1 
Let me remind you that for a quarkonium state (in fact any 
f ermion-antifermion system) : 
p - (-l)i+l 
C - (-l)i+s 
1.3. 2. llle Breit Wigner Resonance Formula 
Consider the process of fig. 1.4 where two particles 
( 1. 8) 
a and 
b collide, forming the resonance R which in turn decays to some 
final state If>. 
a+ b-+ R-+ If> ( 1. 9) 
The resonance R is characterized by a mass, M, and a (total) 
width r. r is inversely proportional to the resonance's life-
time, ~. The relation is 
1 Mev-1 - 6.582 x 10-22 s (1.10) 
The probability of R decaying to a specific final state If> among 
all the allowed final states is called the branching fraction, 
and may be expressed as 
8 
(1.11) 
where rf is called the partial width to final state If>. 
Evidently CB is a normalized probability): 
(1.12) 
The cross section for process (1.9) is given by the Breit-Wigner 
formula, the derivation of which may be found in standard 
textbooks [91: 
(1.13) 
Here J is the spin of the resonance, and sa and sb are the 
spins of the incoming particles. ECM is the (total) centre of 
mass energy, and PCM the centre of mass magnitude of the 3-
momentum of each incoming particle. 
Let me write down two special cases of the formula which 
will be needed later: 
+ - * --(i) e e ..... r (1 -t If> ECM - W 
~CW) 3n 
reerf 
-M2 (W-M> 2 + r 214 ( 1. 14) 
(ii) pp .... JPC -+ If> 
(2J+l)n r -r ~ CECM) -
pp f 
CM 2-4m;) 2 + r 2;4 (ECM-M) 
(1.15) 
mp denotes the proton mass. 
In fig. 1.5 the solid line shows a Breit-Wigner shape for 
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arbitrary values of M, r, ri.rf. r is the FWHM (Full Width at 
Half Maximum) of the distribution. The dashed line indicates what 
one might observe at an + -e e collider: at the high energy side 
the cross section significantly deviates from the uncorrected 
formula (1.14). This is due to initial state bremsstrahlung. 
Fig. 1.1 The hydrogen atom. 
E 
.il (1) 4P (3) .m (5) if. (7) 
38 (1) 3P (3) ~ (5) 
~ (1) 2P (3) 
.!! (1) 
l=O l = 1 l=2 l=3 
Fig. 1.2 The hydrogen energy spectrum (zero external magnetic 
field). 
Fig. 1.3 Quarkonium spin and angular momentum. 
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Fig. 1.5 
a b R 
• ) < 0 ~ 
EcM=Vi ~M ~ Mass=M 
Ii) ) IR) > It) 





, _ _.....Observed at e+ ti" machines 




Breit Wigner resonance cross section. arbitrary units. 
The dashed line indicates what might be observed due 
to radiative effects on an e+e- collider. 
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2. NAIURE IS CHARMING AND BEAUTIFUL - IHE EXISTENCE OF c AND p 
QUARKS 
2.1. THE SITUATION BEFORE THE AUTUMN 1974 
2.1.1. Tbeory 
Two lepton doublets (e and µ with their neutrinos) and 
three quark flavours (u,d,s) existed. as shown in fig. 2.1. This 
picture alone would simply from an esthetical point of view make 
physicists - so occupied by the symmetries in Nature - anticipate 
the existence of yet another quark, call it c, with electrical 
charge +2/3 (in units of the proton charge) like the u-quark. 
Then the picture would be symmetric, and, also, if each quark 
came in three colours, the total electric charge of the fundamen-
tal particles would again be the appealing zero. This observation 
was in fact made by Bjorken and Glashow already in 1964 [10]. 
However, technical arguments, perhaps 
esthetics, had also entered the scene. 
more convincing than pure 
The theoretical description of the weak interaction 
contained as basic entities the u, d' and s' states, as well as 
and s' denote the Cabibbo w+, - d' charged vector bosons w . 
rotations [11] 
d' 
- d cosec + s sin9c (2.1) 
s' 
- s cosec - d sin9c 
The charged hadronic current contained transitions between u and 
d'. s' did not enter yet another example of the lack of 
symmetry. Several problems were present. 
To get an acceptable high-energy behaviour and to obtain 
renormalizability, a neutral weak current was needed. 
The experimentally observed AS•AQ rule in semi-leptonic 
decays [14) constrains the possible structure of the neutral 
hadronic current. For example: K o + - (AS -1, AQ - 0) -+ µ µ 
-L 
(fig. 2. 2) is forbidden (B <Kr. o + - (\J 9 x 10-9 [12. 13]) . -+ µµ) 
Therefore a neutral strangeness-changing current which would 
allow the diagram of fig. 2.2 could not be accepted. But even so, 
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the second order diagram of fig. 2.3 would contribute too much to 
0 + -KL ~ µ µ . In 1970 Glashow, Iliopoulos and Maiani [151 showed 
that all these problems were solved if a new quark c was 
introduced, which through the charged hadronic current couples to 
s' (symmetry reestablished), and if one introduces only diagonal 
terms in the neutral current (u-u, d-d, c-c, and s-s couplings). 
suppression is reestablished by a 
cancellation between the diagram of fig. 2.3 and the new diagram 
of fig. 2.4 (the GIM mechanism). 
The small, but finite, branching fraction of is 
due to the mass difference between the u and c quarks, making 
the t::;S - AQ rule only approximate. 
2.1.2. Experiment 
An indication of new physics were the experimental results 
on the ratio 
+ -R • ~ce e ~hadrons) 
+ - + -~<e e ~ µ µ ) 
To lowest order 
R • 3 L e2 q 
(2.2) 
where eq is the electric charge of quark flavour q. The sum runs 
over all quark flavours kinematically accessible (i.e. 2mq < 
ECM), and the factor 3 comes from colour. u, d, and s flavours 
give an R-value of 2. Indications of a much higher value above 
~s ru 3-4 GeV became evident. Fig. 2.5 shows results from 1973 
[16). and fig. 2.6 a compilation from 1976 (17]. 
The figures indicate an R-value of 4-5. A new quark of 
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charge 2/3 would rise the uncorrected value of R from 2 to 3.3, 
certainly a step in the right direction. However, at the time, 
this could not be taken as solid evidence for a new quark. Other 
ideas also existed which could explain the high R-values. One 
such idea is based on di-quarks [18]. 
2.2. J/\V - THE NOVEMBER REVOLUTION 
In November 1974 Samuel Ting's group at Brookhaven and 
Burton Richter's at SPE~R (SLAC) observed strong signals of a 
narrow resonance with a mass close to 3.1 GeV/c2 , coupling to 
+ -
e e and to hadrons [19,20). 
At Brookhaven the signal was observed in the e+e- invariant 
mass distribution from the reaction 
B + - x p + e ~ e e 
as shown in fig. 2.7. 
At SPEAR the main signal was seen in the energy dependence 
of the cross section for 
although signals were also identifyable in + - + -e e , µ µ + -+ n n + 
+ -K K final states, as shown in fig. 2.8. Immediately afterwards 
the experimentalists at Frascati could tune their machine to the 
correct energy and reproduce the signal [21). 
The immediate interpretation of the data, was that a new, 
very narrow (in fact with width compatible with zero (i.e. 
smaller than the experimental resolution)) particle of mass N3.1 
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GeV/c2 had been discovered. The Brookhaven team denoted it J 
whereas the SLAC group named it W. The name which has stuck to it 
is J/\V. 
A question which immediately arose was: why is this state so 
exceedingly narrow? We know now that it has a width of 63 keV. 
Compare this to typical widths of "ordinary" (i.e. composed of u, 
d. s quarks) heavy mesons. For example (121 rCf' (1525)) • 70 MeV, 
rcpC1600>> - 260 MeV. rc~C16SO>> - 150 MeV. rcgC1690)) - 200 MeV. 
The Jl'l' is 1000-3000 times narrower than these objects. 
It soon became clear that the only viable explanation of the 
new physics, was that a new. heavy quark c with mass around 1.5 
GeV/c2 existed. The J/W then naturally would be explained as a 
charmonium. a cc. state. 
2. 2 .1. Tbe Narrowness of J/W - the OZI-Rule 
The narrowness of J/\V is attributed to the OZI-rule (where 
the letters stand for Okubo, Zweig, and Iizuka) [22.23,24). For 
example would the diagram of fig. 2.9a be suppressed relative to 
that of fig. 2.9b (provided they are both kinematically and 
otherwise allowed). 
If we associate the cc state in fig. 2.9b with the J/W (mass 
2 -o . 0 
ro3.1 GeVc ) and the cu. cu states as D and D (the lightest 
mesons with naked charm. mass 2 x Moo N 3.7 GeV/c 2) we see that 
the decay is forbidden. Hence strong Jl'l' decays have to proceed 
by OZI suppressed diagrams of the type in fig. 2.9a, and this 
leads to a narrow state. 
The statements above are not very precise. For example: what 
kind of narrowness should be expected? 
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As has been discussed recently [25), the OZI rule must be 
applied with care. It is pointed out in ref. [25] that an 
outstanding example of wrong results in calculating OZI-suppres-
sed processes, was in fact the prediction of the J/W width to be N 
2 MeV (26), i.e. a factor N 30 too high! 
In ref. [25) it is suggested that this error can be 
explained by the fact that the authors of ref. (26) used the 
~(1020) width as input. ~(1020) is believed to be almost pure ss, 
and has an appreciable width to pn. The direct decay ~ ~ pn is 
OZI-suppressed (fig. 2.lOa). However, in the two-step process 
+ -~ ~ K K ~ pn no OZI suppression is at work (fig. 2.10b). No such 
OZI-allowed two-step process is allowed for J/W, and hence the 
approach of simply scaling the ~ width with the mass ratio [26) 
is doubtf u 1. 
Another debated application of the OZI- rule is the 
argumentation in favour of certain structures seen in n p ~ ~~n 
being exotic objects [27). This is also treated in ref. [ 25 J , as 
will be discussed in my lecture on the status of glueball 
searches at this workshop [8] . 
2.3. TiiE ~ LEPTON 
One year after the discovery of J/W M.L. Perl and collabora-
tors announced evidence for a new, heavy lepton [28}. They 
observed a signal in the cross section for 
+ - .± + 
e e ~ e µ X 
as a function of energy. See fig. 2.11. The accepted interpreta-
tion of this result is the production of pairs of leptons~: 
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v µ v 
't µ 
- + 
v µ v 
't µ 
The 't mass has been determined to M't N 1784 MeV/c 2 with a 
lifetime of 'tT N 3.4 x 10-13 s [121. 
A review of theoretical and experimental aspects of lepton 
physics is given in ref. [29]. 
For the purpose of this lecture, however, we shall only 
state that with this discovery the situation was as depicted in 
fig. 2.12 (assuming that a specific neutrino is associated to 't 
as is the case for e and µ) . The quark-lepton symmetry was 
broken, and the charge of the fundamental particles did no longer 
add to zero. 
The excistence of yet another quark doublet would reestab-
lish the symmetry. 
2.4. THE b-QUARK DISCOVERY 
The anticipated discovery of the b-quark (the flavour is 
referred to as bottom or beauty) ca.me at Fermilab in 1977 
{30,311. µ-pairs were searched for in 400 GeV proton-nucleus 
collisions. Theµµ invariant mass distribution showed a clear 
signal around 10 GeV/c2 (fig. 2.13). 
The DORIS accelerator at DESY was upgraded and reached the 
10 GeV region. Already in 1978 one could at DORIS resolve two 
narrow states, at 9.46 and 10.02 GeV/c2 [32,33,34,35]. See fig. 
2.14. 
These are now accepted as the two lowest bb (bottomonium or 
upsilon (T)) 1-- states, with b a charge lebl - 1/3 quark (eb 
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1/3 to fit into the standard model), see chapter 6. 
2.5. FROM BOTTOM TO TOP? 
The charge 2/3 partner of the b-quark is called t (top). 
C. Rubbia and collaborators published [37) in 1984 results 
from the pp collider experiment UAl at the CERN SPS indicating 
t quark production in W decays: 
(2.3) 
where 1 is a lepton and v its associated neutrino. The 
experimental signature of this process is thus two jets (from b 
and b), a lepton, and missing energy (the neutrino). Six events 
were reported in ref. [37]. The lower &r jet-lepton-neutrino 
invariant mass peaks around 40 GeV/c2 , whereas the two-jet-
lepton-neutrino 4-particle invariant mass peaks at the W-mass. 
In 1985 six new events have been reported [38). There are, 
however, problems in understanding the rate of these events. In 
fact indications exist that 2/3 of the events come from QCD 
production of tt pairs rather than from the process (2.3) [38). 
It is argued in ref. [38] that this might weaken the 
evidence for the top quark having been observed. 
We conclude that the question of the experimental observa-
tion of the top quark is not fully understood, and that at least 
some confirmation of the UAl results [37] is needed. 
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2.6. THE cc AND bb SPECTRA 
Analogously to the hydrogen atom (section 1.1) the various 
combinations of quantum numbers 
J • L + S -
{
L . L-~. s - 0 L. L+l s - 1 
and n give rise to different energy eigen-states. The parts of 
the cc and bb spectra thus arising which are below threshold 
for open c or b flavour decays (see section 2.2.1). are shown 
in figs. 2.15 and 2.16, respectively. 
A few observations are readily made: 
the P-states are not degenerate with the $-states in mass. 
As discussed in section 1.1 this leads to the conclusion 
that the quark-antiquark potential is different from the 
pure Coulomb behaviour l/r. 
For general discussions of the ordering of energy levels for 
various forms of central potentials V(r), consult ref. [6] 
and references therein. 
There are more states below threshold in bb than in cc 
(two triplet S states (1--) in cc as compared to three in 
bb) . 
In spite of the big mass difference between the cc and bb 
systems, the mass splittings M(2S)-M(lS), M(3S)-M(2S) are 
quite similar in the two systems. From fig. 2.17 we infer: 
6{M(3S) M(lS)} 
Mt3S) - Mt!S) 
6{M(2S) - M(lS)} 
Mt2S) - M(!S) 
N 5% 
N 5% 
These three points will be further discussed in chapter 5. 
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In the remaining parts of this lecture I address in turn the 
following points: In chapter 3 we ask: Why is the heavY quarko-
nium spectroscopy interesting? The answer given will only sketch 
a few main points. Then, in chapter 4, I will try to give you a 
feeling for how experiments are done, without trying anything 
like giving a complete review of experimental techniques nor 
experimental installations. 
In chapter 5 some basic phenomenology of quarkonia is 
presented, before I in chapter 6 turn to a rather detailed 
presentation of the state-of-the-art of experimental results and, 
where appropriate, confront typical theoretical predictions to 
these results, again without pretending to be exhaustive. 
A discussion of what physics might be encountered in the 
toponium sector is outside the scope of this lecture. Some 
references of general interest to this very interesting scenario 
are provided as refs. [151-159]. 
(:.) (~) 
(~) (s) 
F:ig. 2 .1 The fur1damental fermions before charm discovery. 










' sinec ' 
F1g. 2.3 Feynman diagram for- the second order contribution to 
0 + -KL -+ µ µ. . 
Fig. 2.4 Feynman diagram for the new contribution to second 
0 + -
order K1 -+ µ. µ. due to the c-quark. This diagram 
cancels that of fig. 2.3. 
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Fig. 2.15 The charmonium spectrum below open charm threshold 
(from ref. [50)) 

























Fig. 2.16 The bottomonium spectrum below open b threshold {f1·om 
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Fig. 2.17 S state mass splittings in charmonium and bottomonium 
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3. IHE INTEREST IN STUDYING HEAVY QUARKONIA 
I believe there are two main reasons for the strong interest 
in heavY quarkonium physics in the high energy physics corrununity: 
bound systems of sufficiently heavY objects are expected to 
behave approximately non-relativistically. This means that a 
wealth of information can be achieved by solving the non-
relativistic Schrodinger equation (eqs. Cl-2,3)) for an 
appropriate potential V(r). In fact the potential is an 
effective description of the interquark interaction. For 
this reason sufficiently heavY quarkonia may be regarded as 
the hydrogen atoms of the strong interaction. 
Originally one hoped that the charmonium would play such a 
role, but, as will be exemplified several times throughout 
the lecture, this has turned out not be true. In many cases 
a non-relativistic description does not suffice. With 
bottomonium, however. we seem to approach a mass scale where 
a non-relativistic treatment seems largely adequate (see the 
following section and chapter 6). 
quarkonia are QCD laboratories. Both the static properties 
and the production and decay of quarkonia are testing beds 
for QCD where highly accurate tests are possible. The quark-
antiquark pair interacts by gluon exchange (fig. 3.la), and 
they strongly annihilate through a number (see chapter 5) of 
gluons (fig. 3.lb). 
3.1 . THE NON-RELATIVISTICNESS OF HEAVY QUARKONIA 
THEOREM 
The virial theorem may be written as 




where Tis kinetic energy and<> denotes expectation value. For a 
derivation. see for example ref. (40). 
Let us now - inspired by QCD confinement ideas - assume that 
a linear term dominates the behaviour of the potential at 
distances r appropriate in the charmonium/bottomonium systems, 
V - ar (3.2) 
Then follows 
2<T> • <V> (3. 3) 
Using then that E - <T> + <V> we get 
3<T> • E (3.4) 
Finally introducing the (non-relativistic) expression for the 
kinetic energy <T> - 2 x 1/2 m0<v
2> we arrive at 
. (3. 5) 
This is an example of a scaling law, telling that the squared 
quark velocity scales with quark mass as 11\l-l. I will discuss 
scaling laws further in chapter 5. 
Let us now make some rough estimates [41). For charmonium we 
take the value 
E ru MW( 3770 ) - MJ/W - 673 MeV 
as the binding energy, giving (with a quark mass 
GeV/c2 ): 
<~> N 0.15 
-cc 
For bottomonium we use 
E N MT( 4S) - MT(lS) - 1100 MeV 




Compare these results to similar ones for light quarkonia. Taking 
the p-n mass difference of 635 MeV as the binding energy and 
the u,d quark masses as mq - 350 MeV/c 2• we obtain 
N 0.6 (3.8) 
-qq 
These rough estimates indicate that whereas a non-relativistic 
treatment seems appropriate in the cc and certainly in the bb 
case. it must be expected to break down for light quarkonia. 
It should be stressed, however, that this procedure gives 
only rough indications. ~n obvious objection is that we use a 
fundamentally non-relativistic approach to investigate to which 
extent a non-relativistic description is adequate. 
Our results only depend on the potential chosen. A deriva-
tion of <v> based on the virial theorem and a logarithmic 
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potential V(r) Cin(r) gives squared velocities of the order 
0.22 for cc and 0.07 for bb [42]. (In the logarithmic 
potential case one is free from the somewhat arbitrary definition 
of the binding energy, since (from eq. (3.1)) <T> - C/2 and <v> 
2 follows immediately from <T> • m0<v >). 
As will be discussed in chapter 6, we indeed observe that 
the non-relativistic approach to quarkonia works better for the 
bb system than for the cc system. 
Also confirmed is the anticipation that relativistic 
corrections are essential to the description of light quarkonia 
[43, 44) . 
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a) QQ interaction by gluon exchange. 
b) QQ annihilation to two gluons. 
Fig. 3.1 
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4. BRIEFLY ABOUT EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
I intend in no way to give you a complete introduction to 
the experimental techniques applied in the studies of heavy 
quarkonia. 
My only intention is to trigger your interest stressing a 
few main points, and illustrating them by a few (randomly chosen) 
examples. 
A complementary discussion of experimental methods in the 
search for heavy quarks (with the emphasize on heavy quark 
production signatures), can be found in ref. (451. 
4.1. EXPERIMENTS AT e+e- COLLIDERS 
The bulk of detailed information on the cc and bb 
systems comes from the study of + e e storage 
rings. 
Two main types of detectors can be distinguished: magnetic 
and non-magnetic ones. 
In the magnetic detec~ors solenoidal magnetic fields in the 
lT range permit the momentum determination of charged tracks at 
the level of AP/P N (a few %) x p (p in GeV/c). In addition e 
and l energies are measured by electro-magnetic (E.M.) calorime-
ters. 
The non-magnetic devices rely upon very good E.M. calorime-
try with high energy as well as spatial resolution, covering 
usually a large fraction of the 4n solid angle. 
Common to both kinds of experiments are normally high 
accuracy tracking devices (proportional chambers, drift chambers, 
TPCs), time of flight (TOF) counters, dE/dx and/or Cerenkov 
counters for rarticle identification, 
followed by muon detectors. 
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and hadron absorbers 
In the next subsections this is illustrated by a few 
examples. First I discuss the two detectors CLEO and CUSB at CESR 
(Cornell Electron Storage Ring), representatives of a magnetic 
and a non-magnetic device, respectively. 
Then I briefly mention two other detectors: CRYSTAL BALL 
(now at DORIS II, DESY), and MarkIII at SPEAR (SLAC). 
I expect B. Wiik to cover DESY detectors in his talk at this 
workshop,, Most detectors which have contributed to heavY 
quarkoniwn physics is thus nQt. mentioned. This does not in any 
sense imply they are not judged as important, but solely reflects 
the time constraint inevitably present for my lecture. 
4.1.1. A Magnetic Detector: CLEO at CESR 
The CLEO detector at CESR is described in ref. [46) and 
shown (reproduced from ref. [46)) in fig. 4.1 a and b. 
A magnetic field of lT parallel to the beam is produced by 
the superconducting coil. The solenoid is 3.2 m long and 2 m in 
diameter. 
Charged particle tracking is performed by the beam propor-
tional wire chamber, the inner and outer drift chambers, and the 
dE/dx proportional chambers [47). 
Particle identification for charged particles is contributed 
to by combining momentum determination with dE/dx and/or TOF 
measurements. 
The E.M. calorimeters consist of proportional tubes 
interleaved with lead sheets. The energy resolution in the octant 
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shower detectors is reported to be ~E/E - 0.17/~E CE in GeV) 
(46), or 5E N 100 MeV for a 400 MeV photon (characteristic for 
the 23 P ~ r1 3s bottomonium transitions). 
Muons are identified by their penetration through the steel 
hadron absorbers. and their trajectories measured by two single 
layers of drift chambers embedded in the steel and a two-layer 
drift chamber outside the steel absorbers. 
4.1. 2. A Non-Magnetic Detector: CUSB at CESR 
Detailed descriptions of the CUSB detector at CESR can be 
found in refs. (48,49). It is shown in fig. 4.2 (reproduced from 
ref . [ 49 J) . 
The central calorimeter consists of 8.4 radiation lengths 
NaI crystals in five radial layers with a 32-fold segmentation 
azimuthally and a 2-fold polar angie segmentation. 
Surrounding the Na! detector is a lead glass array, 7 
radiation lengths thick. divided into 32 azimuthal and 8 polar 
sectors. Between the beam tube and the Na! calorimeter are four 
planes of proportion! wire chambers with cathode strip read-out 
in two projections. The rms angular resolution on reconstructed 
tracks are reported (49) to be ±1° in both views. 
The forward and backward . regions are occupied by Na! 
crystals end cap calorimeters. The central and end cap calorime-
ters cover together N85% of the 4n solid angle. Scintillator 
planes forµ detection follow outside the lead glass. 
In addition the sides of the detector (parallel to the beam) 
are equipped with muon filters (iron walls with drift chamber 
planes. and finishing with scintillators). 
Observation of 5 GeV Bhabha-scattered electrons and Monte 
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Carlo studies indicate an energy resolution in the central 
calorimeter of 6E/E - 3.6%/E114 CE in GeV) [49], or 6E ru 20 MeV 
for 400 MeV photons. 
4.1.3. A Non-Magnetic Ball; CRYSTAL BALL 
One of the most successful detectors . + -in e e heavY quarko-
nium spectroscopy has been the CRYSTAL BALL detector, which has 
been operating at SPEAR (SLAC) in the charmonium sector, and now 
operates at DORIS II (DESY) in the upsilon sector. 
I just mention a few key points. From ref. [50] we reproduce 
fig. 4.3a, the central part of the detector as it operated at 
SPEAR. The shell consists of 672 truncated triangular pyramids of 
NaI(Ti) crystals covering 93% of the full 4n solid angle. 
Inside the shell is the central tracking system for charged 
particles consisting of three layers of cylindrical ionization 
detectors. The remaining 7% of the complete solid angle was 
filled up with end cap detectors and a small-angle luminosity 
detector. This is illustrated in fig. 4.3b, sketching the DORIS 
II set-up of CRYSTAL BALL. 
The energy resolution of the ball was parametrized as [50] 
~E - (0.0255 ± 0.0013)E314 
CE and ~E in GeV) . This corresponds to an accuracy of N14 MeV 
on a 460 MeV photon (characteristic of the x 2 to J/~ transition 
in charmonium). 
Further details of the detector can be found in refs. 
[52,106]. 
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4.1.4. A Magnetic Seectrometer: Mark III 
The Mark III detector at SPEAR was installed in 1981 and has 
since then operated at the lower charm energies - at a time when 
PEP and PETRA detectors mainly have operated at upsilon energies 
and above. 
The detector has· provided excellent results in the charmo-
nium sector. as well as in the far from understood particle 
spectroscopy in the 1.5-2.5 GeV region (by studying radiative J/W 
decays) . 
In the design of the detector. emphasize was put on the 
ability to fully reconstruct exclusive hadronic final states. 
To achieve this goal high resolution charged particle 
tracking (drift chamber. see ref. [53). hadron identification 
(TOF- and dE/dx measurements. muon counters). and sensitivity to 
low energy photons from ~·s and n°•s (shower counters: proportio-
nal cell layers interspaced with lead/aluminium sheets) were 
necessary. Detailed descriptions of all these items and their 
performance can be found in ref. [54). 
Instead of showing a detailed drawing of the complete 
detector, I reproduce from ref. [54] in fig. 4.4 an event display 
indicating what an event + -e e ~ l~~ looks like (the ~·s have 
eached decayed to K+K- and the K's have been identified by TOF). 
This reaction has enabled Mark III to determine the quantum 
numbers of the charmonium ic state (1 15 0 ). as will be further 
discussed in chapter 6. 
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4.2. LIMITATIONS OF SPECTROSCOPY AT e+e- COLLIDERS 
Due to the conservation of J, P, C quantum numbers in 
electromagnetic interactions, reactions mediated by one photon 
can only create JPC • 1-- states (the photon quantum numbers), 
see fig. 4.5. 
These are the n 3s 1 states (J/W. W' in charmonium. T(lS), 
T(2S) ... in bottonium). Other states have at e+e- colliders to 
be produced by more or less complicated decay chains starting 
from a 3s state with higher mass than the object to be studied. 1 
For examples. see chapter 6. This makes the mass and width 
determinations of non 1 states difficult. 
Whereas the mass of the states can be determined 
directly from the beam energy (see chapter 6). the determination 
in the non 1 case has to rely on the experiment's ability to 
measure (low) photon energies or reconstruct hadronic final state 
kinematics. 
As an example, compare the CRYSTAL BALL systematic uncer-
tainty on the 3PJ charmonium state masses of 
AMl3pJ 
...- N 0.1% giving .6M N 4 MeV [52,55] 
l"l CR.BALL 
to the VEPP4 (Novosibirsk) high precision J/W mass determination 
AM'J/'11 N 3 x 10-5 
tr VEPP4 
giving 6M N 90 keV [56] 
A possible alternative, at + -e e colliders, would be to study 
C = + quarkonium production in two-photon reactions 
+ - + -
e e -+ e e QQ 
as depicted in fig. 4.6. The cross section for resonance 
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production. however, is strongly suppressed for high resonance 
masses [57,58): 
where E is the beam energy, ~· J, and rTl the resonance mass, 
spin, and two-photon partial width, respectively, and 
Therefore the bulk of data on two-photon production of resonances 
concerns low-mass resonances (591. 
In fact only one experiment has to my knowledge presented 
positive evidence of two-photon production of heavy quarkonium, 
the PLUTO experiment reporting a signal at the ~c (charmonium 
11s state) [60), see chapter 6. 
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4.3. QUARKONIUM SPECTROSCOPY BY PROTON-ANTIPROTON ANNIHILATION 
An appealing idea (first put forward by P. Dalpiaz [61]) is 
to get around the quantum number constraints discussed in the 
previous sections by considering QQ formation by proton-antipro-
ton annihilation (fig . 4.7). 
With a minimum of 2 (J~l) or 3 CJ•l) gluons in the interme-
diate state, any JPC combination which is allowed for a fermion-
antifermion system (see eqs. (1.8)) can be formed in strong 
antiproton-proton annihilation. Thus the mass and width of any 
quarkonium state can be determined directly from the beam energy 
(provided the width is larger than the ECM resolution)-
independent of calorimetry. 
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That a single gluon is not sufficient follows from colour 
conservation and the fact that observable systems are colour 
singlets. (The gluons belong to a colour SU(3) octet.) 
That 3 gluons are needed for J=l is a consequence of Yang's 
theorem [62] stating that a massive spin 1 object cannot decay to 
two massless spin 1 objects. So far only one experiment has 
pursued this idea. 
4.3.1. R704 - Charmonium Seectroscopy in pp Annihilation 
The R704 experiment was set up at Ring 2 of the CERN ISR 
(Intersecting Storage Rings). 
A coasting, well defined and cooled antiproton beam 
traversed a dense, molecular H2 gas jet which crossed the ISR 
beam pipe perpendicularly as indicated in fig. 4.8. The lumino-
sity thus achieved was at maximum (\) 5 x 1030 cm -2 -1 s . 
The final state particles (due to the high hadronic 
background, the experiment focussed on electromagnetic final 
states containing electrons and/or photons) in this fixed target 
experiment, were detected by two non-magnetic detector arms (fig. 
4.9) and a set of surrounding detectors, as described in detail 
in refs. [63,64]. A beam momentum resolution of l:J.P/p N 5 x 10-4 
was achieved. 
The absolute uncertainty in the beam momentum (i.e. the 
momentum value at the peak of the 5xlo-4 p wide momentum 
distribution) scales to a systematic mass (Ecm> error: 
AMSYST. _ mp~lab APSYST. 
M lab 
mp is the proton mass. M the resonance mass, Plab the beam 
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momentum, and ~lab the beam velocity. 
The systematic uncertainty in the beam momentum was found to 
be smaller than 2 MeV/c [63,64), giving systematic mass errors of 
the order ~YST. < 500 keV for charmonia of N 3.5 GeV/c 2 mass. 
This is certainly remarkable - a factor NlO down in error from 
+ -e e experiments (52,55]. 
Fine tuning of the beam momentum could be done by means of 
the cooling system. In this way one could scan in very small 
steps over the resonances. 
The experiment operated in the spring 1984. Due to the ISR 
shut-down, only a few weeks of efficient data-taking was 
achieved. In spite of this the experiment produced significant 
results, to be further discussed in chapter 6. 
A second charmonium spectroscopy facility based on the same 
technique as R704 is proposed for operation at Fermi lab (65]. 
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lKKKK in Mark III 
Formation of quarkonium states by one photon 
intermediate state. 
C=+ 
Two-photon production of even C quarkonium states . 
- g -
p __..:_r:::Ji-..--.....;: ___ : 
p g 
J ~1: 2 gluons 
J = 1: 3 gluons 
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Fig. 4.7 Quarkonium formation by proton-antiproton annihilation. 
Fig. 4.8 Simplified sketch of R704 gas jet. 
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• 
Fig. 4.9 The R704 detector at CERN's ISR. 
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5. SOME COMMENTS ON PHENOMENOLOGY AND POIENIIAL MODELS 
As discussed in chapter 3, we believe that the gross 
features of heavy quarkonia may be adequately described non-
relativistically. Provided the potential V(r), which parametrizes 
the effective quark-antiquark interaction, is properly chosen. 
the heavy quarkonia spectra are reasonably well reproduced by 
solving the Schrodinger equation 
V'2 [- 2j:i + (V(r) - E)]W(t) - 0 
µ - m012 is the reduced mass. With 
V'2 
H • - Tµ + V 
we can write 
Hl'V> - EIW> or E • <WIHIW> 
(As is well known, in the coordinate representation 
-+ -+ W(r) - <r IW> and 
We assume that the state vector is normalized: 
<WIW> - 1 





We observed in chapter 2 that there are more states below 
threshold in the bottomonium system than in the charmonium one. 
This is a consequence of the Feynman-Hellman theorem stating 
that the bound state energies decrease with increasing constitu-
ent mass [661 : 
aE < O 
'5µ (5. 5) 
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This means that the quarkonium states are forced downwards in the 
potential as the quark mass increases. To prove it, we start from 
eq. (5.3) getting 
The term can be written E ~<\II I \If) 
which by eq. (5.4) obviously vanishes. 
Therefore 
From eq. (5.2) we then trivially get 
aE - <- 1 CH - V) > - - ~ (E - <V>) 3µ µ µ 
and eq. (5.5) follows from the fact that the mean kinetic energy 
E - <V> is positive. 
5.2. POTENTIAL MODELS 
Potential models may (somewhat arbitrarily) be divided into 
two categories. 
The first class consists of models which in a direct way are 
motivated by physical considerations based on the picture 
emerging from QCD. The idea of confinement leads to potentials 
which rise at large interquark separations r (for example 
linearly). Asymptotic freedom (the colour force weakens at small 
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distances, getting dominated by one-gluon exchange) makes one 
expect the 1/r Coulomb like behaviour to dominate the potential 
at small r. 
The second class of potentials can be said to be more purely 
phenomenological in the sense that their functional form is not 
in a direct way related to physical principles. However, as we 
shall see, the behaviour of successful models in this category 
does not significantly differ from the one of class 1 models in 
the range of r investigated so far. 
We first give three examples of the first kind of potential 
models. The "Cornell Potential" [671 
4 as 
V(r) - - ~ ~ + ar 
.;;) r 
has two adjustable parameters a.s and 
(5. 6) 
a. 
Bhanot and Rudaz [681 has proposed a variant with a 
logarithmic piece interpolating between the Coulomb and linear 
parts: 
V(r) • bin (r/r 0 ) (5.7) 
ar 
Requiring V(r) to be continuous with continuous first derivati-
ves at R1 and R2 , the six parameters of eq. (5.7) reduce to two 
independent, adjustable ones, for example a 5 and a. 
The Richardson potential [69] is given in momentum space and 
interpolates between asymptotic behaviours at small and large r. 
The large q2 (smal 1 r) limit is determined by the asymptotic 
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rl limit should correspond to ru r. i.e. V(q 2 ) ru (q 2J-2 . 
The interpolating formula is [69]: 
(5. 8) 
where Nf is the number of flavours. In ref. [69) is argued that 
Nf - 3 should be used in the study of both bottomonium and 
charmonium. It is interesting to note that this potential has 
only one free parameter. the QCD cut-off parameter A. 
Finally we give two examples of the second class of 
potentials. 
The purely logarithmic potential 
V(r) - cln(r/r ) 
0 
(5.9) 
with two adjustable parameters, is discussed in for example ref. 
[40) . 
The power law potential 
V(r) - B + Arv (5.10) 
is discussed by many authors, see for example refs. [39,40,70, 
711. This potential and the purely logarithmic one are of 
particular interest because they allow the Schrodinger equation 
to be put in a form from which important scaling laws can readily 
be extracted. This will be discussed in section 5.3. 
All the potentials mentioned reproduce reasonably well the 
gross features of the cc and bb spectra. See for example 
refs. [48,72.73]. Some problems exist, however. and will be 
commented on in the appropriate contexts in chapter 6. 
The fact that the various potential models mentioned give 
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similar results when applied to the cc and bb spectra. is not 
surprising in view of fig. 5.1. Here potentials from refs. 
[74,70,67,75) are plotted as functions of r. Clearly their r-
dependences are very similar in the range of r investigated in 
cc and bb spectroscopy (0.1 fm < r < 1 fm). We observe. 
however. that at still smaller r distinction between the 
different potentials might be possible. An obvious candidate for 
such a small r laboratory of QCD is toponium spectroscopy (see 
refs. [151-159]). 
5.2.1. Spin Dependence 
In order to calculate spin-orbit interactions (giving fine 
structure. i.e. 3 PJ level spacings). spin-spin interactions 
(giving hyperfine structure. i.e. 3s - 1s. 3 P - 1P spacings), and 
tensor interactions. spin must be incorporated into the potential 
models. At the same time a purely non-relativistic approach is 
given up. 
Whereas the spin-orbit interaction might have long range 
(the long-range Thomas precession contribution is always 
present). the spin-spin and tensor interactions are believed to 
be short ranged. 
Ref. (76] discusses and gives references to early works on 
spin dependence of potential models. and gives examples of 
analytical expressions for potentials and mass splittings 
obtained. 
I will present formulae where appropriate in chapter 6. 
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5.3. SCALING LAWS 
In this section we follow the presentation given in refs . 
(39, 40] . 
With an interquark potential 
V(r) - Arv (5.11) 
the reduced (u(r) rR(r)) radial Schrodinger equation for 
quarkonia with reduced mass µ - m0;2 
~2 2 
Tµ u"(r) + [E - Arv - -n i(~+l)]u(r) - 0 
2µr 
(5.12) 
can be transformed to a dimensionless form, where µ does not 
appear explicitly, by transforming r and E: 
2µA 1/ (2+v) p- l;z-1 r 
(5. 13) 
E - [ 2µ J [ 2µA)-2/(2+v) E 
h2 ~ 
Substituting for r and E in eq. (5.12) we get 
• ( v <p) - u ( r ( p ) )) 
(5.14) 
A simple dimensional analysis (see ref. (39]) reveals- that the 
parameters E and are dimensionless. 
Solutions of eq. (5 .14) give "energy" eigenvalues e and 
eigenstates v<p>. Then, using eq. (5.13), one obtains results for 
given quark mass mo - 2µ. This leads to scaling laws exhibiting 
the nu-dependence of various interesting quantities. For example 
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eq. (5.13) immediately tells us 
-v/(2+v) 
- m Q (5. 15) 
This result is in particular true for the energy level spacings 
f).E N m0v/( 2+v) (5.16) 
In view of the observations in chapter 2 that the level spacings 
in cc and bb are remarkably similar, it is interesting to 
note that eq. (5.16) tells us that the variation of f).E with 
is slow for small values of v, approaching a constant value for 
the case v -+ 0. 
In chapter 3 we used the virial theorem to show that the 
average squared quark velocity behaves as nu 
-1 for a linear 
potential (eq. 3.5). 
For the power law potential, eq. (5.11), the virial theorem 
(eq. (3.1)) gives <T> - v/(2+v) E. Using eq. (5.15) we can write 
<v2> _ ~ N m-
0
C2v+2) /(v+2) _ 1 
m0 -> m0 (5.17) 
v-tO 
For the logarithmic potential eq. (5.9). the virial theorem 
trivially gives 
<T> - ~ - (5.18) 
immediately leading to <v2 > - T/mQ N -1 rr>o .As shown in ref. [39) 
this simple kind of analysis can be extended to other interesting 
quantities. In table 5.1 we summarize some of the power law 
potential results and their v-+ 0 limit. 
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Quantity V -= Ar v v ... v Ar , v ~ 0, Av ~ constant 
~ mQ -v N constant N -
2+v 
2 ( v+l) 
Kv2 > v+2 -1 N mQ l\) mQ 
3 
l\V(r) 12 m'Z+v 3/2 N Q N mQ 
1+2v 
~ e2 ~ 2 -1/2 C\l mQ N e mQ ee q q 
Table 5.1. Scaling properties of some fundamental quantities 
from the Arv potential 
1 imi ts. 
and their asymptotic 
The logarithmic potential (eq. (5.9)) behaves in many ways 
similar to the v ~ 0, Av finite limit of v Ar . Also for the 
logarithmic potential it is possible to cast the radial Schrodin-
ger equation in dimensionless form and deduce scaling properties 
(40). One finds that the logarithmic potential gives level 
spacings which are independent of m0 [40,77). Moreover, it can 
be shown that the logarithmic potential is the only one with this 
property [40). In ref. [40] it is furthermore shown that the 
radial Schrodinger equation exhibits scaling behaviour as 
discussed in this section only for the power law and logarithmic 
potentials. 
5 .3.1. Determination of ~ 
To be able to use the scaling laws discussed in the previous 
section with some confidence, the power v must be estimated. 
A simple approach is to make use of the scaling law (5.16) 
assuming a quark mass ratio mb/mc - 3. From ref. [12] we take 
the values 
&;(35 - 15) - (933 ± 5) MeV 
-
cc 




Neglecting the uncertainty contribution from the quark mass 
ratio, eq. (5.16) then gives 
v - 0.07 ± 0.01 (5.20) 
A more sophisticated analysis is presented in ref. [70], 
fitting the parameters of the power law potential to the cc and 
bb spectra. The results are 
v - 0.104 
cc 
v - 0.125 
bb 
with corresponding values of the quark mass ratio of 
m... 1m I _ - 2. 92 
D C bb 
Strong interactions are expected to be flavour independent, 
so we expect in principle the same value of v in the two cases. 
Therefore we quote the results of ref. (70] as 
v - 0.11 ± 0.01 (5.21) 
In ref. [71J the best value of v fitting to the ss. cc 
and bb spectra, is 0.10. Still another analysis studies the v 
dependence of the rate of change of IWn(O) 12 with the principal 
quantum number n [78]. Applied to the upsilon spectrum this 
analysis concludes with [39]: 
v - 0.17 ± 0.08 (5.22) 
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Eqs. (5.20 - 5.22) show a nice consistency, pointing towards a 
small and positiv, flavour independent value of 
However. a word of warning might be appropriate. 
Consider the scaling law for the leptonic width 
r N e2 m...,.-(1+2v)/(2+V) 
ee Q u 
With values [121 
ree(J/W) - (4.66 ± 1.03) keV 
ree(T(lS)) - (1.11 ± 0.28) keV 
3) 
v - - 0.5 ± 0.2 
v 
which is indeed inconsistent with the previous results. 
5.4. QUARKONIUM DECAYS. PHOTON AND GLUON "FINAL" STATES 
Of N 0.1. 
(5. 23) 
(5. 24) 
The conservation of JPC. the requirement of the initial and 
final states to be colour singlets. and Yang's theorem (621 (see 
section 4.3) give the following possibilities for quarkonium 
decays to photons and gluons (791: 
QQ state 
Hadronic decay 2g 










Note that in the table only minimal configurations are given 
(for example any state allowed to decay to two gluons may also 
decay to three gluons [79)). The 3g couplings are different in 
the C - + and C - - cases. 
Simple substitution rules are established [791 linking the 
gluonic to the photonic decay rates: 
rcoo -+ 2g) -
(5. 25) 
3 
r coo -+ Jg) 5 a.s -
- "5'2Ib ~ rcoo -+ Jr> 
eQ a. 
the latter being valid for the C - - case. 
Using (5.25) and the fact that the photon couples to the 
electric charge, we arrive at relations between well known 
positronium formulae and relevant quarkonium formulae: 
- 4 + -
r(QQ-+ 2i) • 3e0 rce e -+ 2T) 
- 6 + -
rCQQ -+ 3T) • 3eQ rce e -+ 3T) 
3 
rCQQ-+ 3g) • fe ~ rce+e--+ 3T) 
a. 




These formulae give rise to a series of predictions of 
quarkonium absolute widths and ratios [79). Some of these 
predictions will be confronted to experimental data in chapter 6. 
ll--
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Fig. 5.1 The r-dependence of various potentials ([74.70,67,75)) 
(from ref. [48]). 
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6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISONS WITH THEORY 
6.1. THE TRIPLET S STATES 
6.1.1. Mass Determinations 
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As discussed 
formed in + -e e 
in section 
annihilation 
4.2 the 3s1 states can be directly 
through one-photon intermediate 
state. Therefore the mass of these states is determined directly 
from the beam energy. Evidently the precision in the mass is 
given by the precision with which the beam energy can be 
measured. 
A very accurate method based on beam depolarisation was 
developed in Novosibirsk in the late seventies [80]. Circulating 
electron (positron) beams get polarised antiparallel (parallel) 
to the bending magnetic field by spin-flip synchrotron radiation 
emittance [81]. Application of an oscillating magnetic field 
perpendicular to the polarisation at a specific frequency wdepol 
will depolarise the beam. The depolarisation frequency depends on 
the beam energy: 
E • m e g 
2 w CN _ 1 + depol) 2 - (&) 
0 
(6. 1) 
N is an integer given by a rough knowledge of E. w0 is the beam 
circulation frequency. Thus by measuring the beam polarisation 
and w0 and then determine wdepol' the beam energy follows. A nice 
desription of the method is given in ref. [82]. The earliest 
application of the method was to the determination of the J/IV and 
W' masses at the Novosibirsk VEPP4 collider [56]. where one 
obtained: 
MVEPP4 - (3096.93 + 0.009) MeV/c 2 J/W 
~~PP4 • (3686.00 + 0.10) MeV/c 2 
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(6.2) 
The quality of the measurement compared to the previous world 
mean is indicated in fig. 6.1. 
Also discussed in section 4.2 was the fact that any 
quarkonium state can be formed directly in pp annihilation. 
Again the masses (and widths, provided they are larger than the 
energy resolution) follow from the beam energy. 
This technique was pioneered at the CERN ISR by the R704 
experiment (see section 4.3.1). The experiment operated in the 
charmonium sector. Due to the low velocity, ~ N 0.97, the 
momentum could be accurately determined from orbit length and 
revolution frequency on bunched (proton) beam, and such measure-
ments were used to calibrate the momentum determination from 
magnetic field measurements used when running with coasting 
antiproton beam [63,641. 
As a by-product of R704. the J/W mass was measured. during a 
few short test and calibration runs, to be (83] 
-~704 2 IVrj;w - (3096.92 ± 0.1 ± 0.27) MeV/c (6.3) 
The average beam profile (transformed to center of ~ass energy) 
during the J/\11 runs (obtained by summing the individual profiles 
normalized by luminosity- and efficiency-corrected number of J/\lls 
produced) is shown in fig. 6.2 (from ref. [84]). 
I now move to the bottomonium sector. All + -the major e e 
colliders now use the beam depolarisation technique to measure 3s 
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masses. The high level of accuracy is illustrated in fig. 6.3. 
In fig. 6.4 is shown the upsilon lS. 2S. and 3S states as 
+ -
well as an indication of the 4S peak, in the spectrum of 6(e e ~ 
hadrons) as measured by CUSB. The 4S state is above open b 
threshold. CLEO and CUSB have also reported signals believed to 
be due to the T(5S) and T(65) [85,86,87). 
Averaged experimental results on upsilon masses are given 
below. The averages of lS-45 are taken from ref. [73) and include 
CESR. DESY. and Novosibirsk results. For T(5S) and T(6S) we take 
the results from ref. [87) due to the higher accuracy as compared 
to ref . [ 86] . 




















Table 6.1. Averaged upsilon masses (from refs. [73,87)) 
What do potential models say about mass splittings? From 
ref. [73) we take the experimental and theoretical averages as 
given in table 6.2. (The error on the theoretical averages are 
the rms deviations from their mean.) See ref. £73] for the 
individual model predictions. The theories include [67,71.74) and 
various contributions to the 1983 Symp. on Lepton and Photon 
Interactions at High Energy, see ref. [73). 
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Splitting Exp. average Theo. average 
(MeV) (MeV) 
2S - lS 563.5 ± .4 553 + 10 
3S - lS 895.3 ± .5 901 ± 12 
4S - lS 1116.4 ± 3.8 1176 ± 35 
Table 6.2. Average experimental and theoretical mass splittings 
in the upsilon spectrum. 
For the 2S-1S and 3S-1S splittings there is nice agreement 
between theory and experiment. For the 48-lS the agreement is at 
best marginal. 
Extending to the T(5S) it is pointed out in ref. [85J that 
none of the models (67,68,69,71,74,751 accurately predicts both 
the 4S-3S and 5S-3S splitting. The predictions of these models 
are shown in fig. 6.5. 
6 .1. 2. Leptonic Widths and Branching Fractions 
The leptonic width ree is an essential parameter to measure 
since it is directly related to the square of the wave function 
at the origin as given by the CQCD corrected) Van Royen-Weisskopf 
formula (88) 
(6 .4) 
The QCD correction Csee for example ref. (89)) amounts to 





cc a.5 - 0.19 
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In principle the total width rand the product ree'rf where 
f denotes the final state measured, could be obtained from the 
observed cross section and the Breit-Wigner shape 
(6.6) 
(see chapter 1). However. the triplet S quarkonia below threshold 
are much narrower than the experimental energy resolution. and 
only the total event rate gives useful information. 
Integrating eq. (6.6) we trivially get 
2 r .r 
Rate _ j~(W)dW _ ~ ee f 
Lum1nos1ty M~ (6. 7) 
Often the final state is hadrons: rf • rh. We replace rh;r by 11i· 
3 3 3 + -Neglecting B(n S ~ rn P ~ TT(n-1) S ~ TTi 1 ) with 1 •e.µ.~. we 
may write 
Bh • 1 - 3B .i.i (6. 8) 
The factor 3 comes from the expected validity of e--µ-~ universal-
it y • imp 1 y i ng Bee - Bµµ - B~~ - B11 . Substituting Bh from eq. 
(6.8) for rh;r in eq. (6.7). we see that ree is given by the rate 
provided B11 is measured independently. 
From eq. (6.8) we observe that since B11 is small, even a 
large relative error in B11 gives a small relative error in Bh. 
For example: if B11 - 3% with 50% relative error. the relative 
error in 11i would be N5%. This should be compared to a N6% error 
(at CESR, see ref. [90)) on the rate from acceptance, luminosity, 
efficiency etc. 
Assuming e-µ-~ universality, the dilepton branching fraction 
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B11 is determined from the rate of resonance µµ production and 
the total hadronic resonance decay rate as indicated by the 
following relation [90] 
( 6. 9) 
The measurement is difficult, however, because whereas 
peak 
15 makes up only a few per cent Of peak e-h , the QED back-µµ 
ground 15 QED 
µµ - cs continuum/R is about 1/4 of the hadronic rate h 
at e - 90° and increases further at smaller angles. The reason 
for determining B11 by the µµ and not the ee rate, is that the 
QED background for ee is nine times higher than for µµ [90]. 
There exist, however, a few measurements of B and even 
ee 
B\T Averaged DESY and CESR results for upsilons are given in 
table 6.3. See ref. [90] for individual results. 
Bi! (%) 
State 
T ( 18) T (28) 
11 
+ - 5.1 3. e e ± 
+ - 2.8 + 0.3 1.9 ± 1.4 µ µ 
+ - 3.4 ± 0.7 T T 
<11> 3.0 ± 0.3 1.9 + 1.4 
Table 6.3 Di-lepton branching ratios 
CESR results (from (90]). 
The results agree with e-µ-T universality. 
T (3S) 
2.9 ± 1. 0 
2.9 ± ·1.0 
averaged DESY and 
The electronic width averaged measurements (from ref. [90]) 
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are given in table 6.4. together with QCD sum rule and power law 
potential model predictions. 
ree (keV) 
State <Experiment> QCD 
T(lS) 1. 22 + 0.06 1.15 
T(2S) 0.52 ± 0.03 0.52 
T(3S) 0.38 ± 0.03 0.37 
T(4S) 0.27 ± 0.04 0.30 
Table 6.4 Averaged experimental results on 
QCD sum rule predictions (91) 
potential predictions. See {90). 





ree compared to 
and power law 
the agreement 
between theory and experiment apparent in table 6.4 is strong 
evidence that the b-quark electric charge is lebl - 1/3. (With 
eb •2/3 the predictions would be four times bigger.) 
For further comparisons of leptonic widths to various 
potential model predictions, consult ref. [731. 
6 .1.3. Results Derived from Lee~ii 
In this section I will briefly discuss the total widths. the 
partial widths to 3g and to rgg, and as which may all be 
estimated from ree and B11 . 
The total widths follows trivially from r • ree/B11 . 
The branching fractions Bggg and B1 gg 
can be determined by 
so called closure. Closure means in this context to express the 
wanted partial widths by the total and all other important 
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partial widths. The latter are then expressed by the di-lepton 
branching fractions. 
As an example consider the lS state: 
r 15 - ree + rµµ + r,~ + rggg + r + r * rgg 1s-+r -+qq 
On conditions discussed in ref. (90) we have 
* BClS-+ T -+ qq) - RB µµ 
{6.10) 
(6.11) 
Dividing eq. {6.10) by r 15 we obtain by using thee-µ-\ universa-
lity hypothesis 




2 !:... - 0.04 
'5'""" Q cxs (for 
Bggg • 0.96[1 - (3 + R)B11J 
BTgg - 0.04[1 - (3 + R)B11J 
Q - b) 
Results for T(lS) are given in table 6.5. 
Decay B(%) r (keV) 
Total 100 42 ± 5 
µµ 3.0 + .3 1.26 ± 
qq 11.1 ± 1.1 4.7 ± 
ggg+rgg 80 ± 2 34 ± 4 
ggg 77 ± 2 32 ± 4 
.06 
.2 
Table 6.5 Partial widths and branching fractions for 





Corresponding results may be obtained for radially excited 
3s states. but then radiative decays 3s ~ r3P 1 1 and hadronic 
transitions n3s1 ~ n• 3s 1 +hadrons (n > n') must be accounted for 
in eq. (6.10). 
The positronium formula for 3s1 ~ 3l [921 with the positro-
nium ~ quarkonium substitution rules discussed in section 5.4. 
gives the relation between rggg and the strong coupling constant 
a.s 





For 1\11(0) 12 one substitutes from eq. (6.4). In addition using 
the same order QCD corrections to eq. (6.15) as was done in eq. 
(6.4). see refs. [90.93], one obtains 
a.8 ((upsilon energy)
2) - 0.164 ± 0.006 (6.16) 
A similar exercise may be performed in the charmonium sector, 
giving (941 
(6.17) 
These results illustrate the dependence of the strong coupling on 
energy ("running coupling constant"). a 5 decreases with decreas-
ing interquark separation, equivalent to high quark mass. I 
expect this to be furth~r discussed in Olaussen's lectures at 
this workshop [95). See also. for example, ref. [96]. 
Concerning the direct experimental eVidence for 3g decays, I 
expect this to be covered by B. Wiik's lectures at this workshop. 
Here I therefore only state that 3g decays can be experimentally 
distinguished from qq and isotropic hadronic decays by studying 
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properly chosen kinematical distributions ("thrust", "triplici-
ty", ... ) . This was in fact first done at DESY (97-99], and a 
discussion is for example given in ref. (90). 
6 .1.4. Hadronic Transitions between 3s1 States 
Hadronic transitions give important contributions to the 3 s 
total decay rates. The simplest transition is n3s1 ~ nnn• 3s 1 
(n' < n). Single n° transitions break isospin conservation. 
In table 6.6 I indicate some observed branching fractions in 
the charmonium and bottomonium sectors. The latter are also 
compared to QCD multipole-expansion [100] predictions. The 
charmonium results are from refs. [12,101). whereas the experi-
mental and theoretical numbers for bottomonium are taken from 
ref. [73). Consult that reference for details. 
B(%) BC%) BC%) 
- [12.101) bb EXP. THEO. cc 
[73] [73] 
+ - 33 2 3S + - 5 .6 1.2 3.6 w· ~ n n J/W ± ~ n n lS + -
w· n 9 n 9 J/W 17 2 35 + - 3.2 1.9 1.6 2 ·"' ~ ± ~ n n 2S ± -
"'I n° J/lV .09 .03 25 + - 18.8 1. 0 18 21 ~ ± ~ n n 15 ± -
"'I ~ 'JJIW 2.2 ± 0.4 3S ~ n°n°2s I 
35 ~ n°n9 15 C\) 1/2Brr4w- l/2B.,.fi .. 
25 0 0 ~ " " 15 
Table 6.6 Hadronic transitions between 3 51 states. 
The ratio of the bottomonium to charmonium 28 ~ lS nn 
transitions is sensitive to the gluon spin assignment. Predicti-
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ons for vector and scalar gluons are [102): 
f 
0 .11 
r(T(2S) -+ nn'Y'(lS)) I -
l'(tP'' -+ nn J/IV) Th 
eory l.O 
(6 .18) 
The experimental result is [103]: 
rCT(2S)-+ nnT(lS))j 
I (IV' -+ nn J/QJ) !Exp - 0.09 + 0.05 (6.19) 
in clear favour of vector gluons. 
Another prediction from ref. [102] for vector gluons is 
rcTC2S) -+ jTClS>> I 
1 (IP' -+ 'l /QI) \Theory - 0.0025 
The low rate for this reaction in the upsilon sector has 
hitherto prevented the experimental check of the validity of this 
prediction. 
Experimentally the n+n- transitions are detected either by a 
peak in the missing mass distribution in the inclusive reaction 
(6.20) 
(an example is given in fig. 6.6). or by studying the exclusive 
reaction 
Fig. 6.7 shows how the latter kind of events might look with 
l • e, µ 0 0 (from the LENA detector at DESY [103]). The n (n) and, 
transitions are studied in rr<rr>1+1- final states. 
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6.2. THE TRIPLET P STATES 
Most of the results on the P states have been obtained at 
e+e- colliders studying radiative decay cascades. However. the 
discovery of triplet P states in the upsilon spectrum was more 
indirect. based on a 2-jet excess analysis [1041. 
The and states of charrnonium have also 
successfully been studied in a pp direct formation experiment 
[83,105], see section 4.3. 




In addition to inclusive photon spectra. one has also studied the 
exclusive chain 
1 - e, µ (6.23) 
In bottomonium one has in addition the transitions 
(6. 24) 
See figs. 2.15 and 2.16. 
The Crystal Ball inclusive photon spectrum from W' is shown 
in fig. 6.8. In this single spectrum all charmonium states below 
threshold except the singlet P show up! In fig. 6.9 we show the 
corresponding Crystal Ball spectrum from the T(2S) state [107]. 
The statistics in fig. 6.9 (N 193 000 photons) is roughly 
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1/10 of the charmonium, fig. 6.8. case and the resolution is 
obviously worse. In fact only the three 3 2 P0 , 1 , 2 states are 
resolved, in addition to a Doppler-smeared peak believed to be 
due to the 23P1 , 2 ~ iT(lS) decays c3P0 is expected to have a 
small branching fraction to TT). Also T(3S) ~ r33P transitions 
have been observed, consult ref. [90) and references therein. The 
additional radiative transitions indicated in eq. (6.24) have so 
far, to my knowledge, not been reported. 
6.2.1. Mass Determinations 
The mass determinations of the triplet P states are 
interesting because they give insight into the role played by 
spin-dependent forces. 
In the limit of vanishing spin-dependent forces the 3p 
states would be degenerate in mass. The fine structure is thus a 
direct consequence of spin dependence. We also discussed in 
chapter 1 that for a pure Coulomb potential the nP states would 
be degenerate with the nS states. 
For QCD-inspired potentials (see chapter 5) the splitting 
·3 3 between the n S and n PCc.o.g) (c.o.g. denotes centre of gravity) 
thus depends on the relative strengths of the Coulomb and 
confining terms in the potential [108]. 
The Lorentz structure of the interactions giving rise to the 
confining part of the potential is not known. It is accustomary 
to write it as a sum of a scalar and a vector part [761: 
(6.25) 
With 




the spin dependent part of the potential is derived (see ref. 
[76) and references therein): 
+ 
2 [4nco(~) + c1+~> 2v2vv<r>)s1 .s2 (6.27) 3~ 
2 
1 [ 3c 1 dVv d ~v] + 3~ """"3 + - err- - 812 r r r dr 
where ~ is the quark anomaleous colour magnetic moment and the 
tensor 
(6.28) 
is the spin of the quark Cantiquark), and L their 
relative angular momentum. n-.e L· ~ and s 12 terms contribute to 
the fine structure. 
With a purely scalar confining interaction, we expect from 
eq. (6.27) that the L· ~ term will dominate at large separa-
tions r due to the term (1/r) dV/dr (arising from Thomas 
precession), for which a linear confining potential Vconf - ar 
implies an a/r dependence. 
Since <C· ~> for the 3P states has the values 1. -1, -2 J 
for J = 2,1,0. respectively, the limit of vanishing tensor 
interactions would give a fine structure mass ratio 
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r ... ( 6. 29) 
of r - 2. · 
Assuming ~ • 0 and a purely vector long range interaction, 
a more refined analysis [109) shows that the ratio (6.29) obeys 
0.8 < r < 1.4 ( 6 . 30) 
The experimental data clearly contrast this prediction. and we 
must conclude that the assumptions behind (6.30) are in fact not 
val id. 
In charmonium the most accurate 3P mass measurements are the 
R704 x 2 · and x1 results [83.105). They are the first non-1 
states measured in direct formation by the new pp technique as 
briefly discussed in section 4.3. The results (with systematic 
errors a factor 10 down from e+e- collider experiments (see for 
example refs. [52.55))) are 
MCx 2) - (3556.9 ± 0.4 ± 0.5) MeV/c
2 
(6.31) 
MCx 1> - (3511.3 ± 0.4 ± 0.4) MeV/c
2 
The central mass values are 1.1 and 1.3 MeV above those of 
ref. [12). Since I expect the + -e e collider results on mass 
differences to be better understood than the absolute energy 
calibration of such experiments. I correct the ref. [12] value of 
the x mass with a similar amount. obtaining 
0 
M(x 0 ) - (3416.2 ± 1.) MeV/c
2 
With these values I obtain (eq. (6.29)) 
rexp - 0.48 ± 0.01 
cc 
(6.32) 
( 6. 33) 
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Tnis is clear evidence that the ~ - 0 and/or the pure vector long 
range interaction assumptions are not valid. 
In particular the assumption of a Lorentz vector structure 
of the confining interaction is questionable. In fact. at large 
distances the interquark interaction must be expected to be a 
multi-gluon effect. 
In ref. [110] the authors assume a vector Coulomb term (one-
gluon exchange) and make for the confining term the simple choice 
of a pure scalar interaction (effective multi-gluon interaction). 
They successfully predict 
rtheory _ O.S 
cc 
(6. 34) 
if they let the coupling as in the Coulomb -aslr term depend on r 
as suggested by asymptotic freedom. Similar r-values. also for 
scalar confining forces are obtained in refs. [111.1141. 
However. the absolute mass splitting 
which from eqs. (6.31,32) experimentally is 
.oMexp - (140.7 ± 1.) MeV/c 2 
cc 
is not well reproduced by Henriques et al. 
value of 120 MeV/c2 . 
(6. 35) 
(6. 36) 
[110]. who give a 
In the upsilon sector the best measurements of fine 
structure is on the 23 p states. From ref. [108] I take averaged J 
experimental values of the photon energies in the decays 
T(2S)~r2 3P 0 . 1 . 2 . Together with a T(2S) mass of (10023.5 ± .4) 
MeV/c2 (section 6.1.1) I get the masses 
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MC2 3P 2) - (9913.6 + 0.6) MeV;c
2 






(9860.7 ± 1.4) MeV/c2 




± 0.05 (6.38a) 
6.Mexp 
-
(53 ± 2) MeV/c 2 (6.38b) 
bb 
Again it turns out that scalar confining forces are required 
for reasonable reproduction of the result (6.38a) by potential 
models. For example are r-values of 0.68, 0.73, 0.74 obtained by 
the models of refs. [111.112,113], respectively. 
However, it seems difficult to find a model which simultane-
3 
ously correctly predicts the T(2S) - 2 PJ(c.o.g.) split, 6.Mbb and 
rbb' See ref. [108] for details. 
6.2.2. 'Dle Radiative Transitions 
As is well known the electromagnetic field may be expanded 
in multipoles [115]. Each multipole has a definite parity and 
obeys angular momentum. conservation. This implies that only 
certain combinations of multipoles are allowed in the radiative 
quarkonium transitions from a state J 0 Pa to JbPb. The total 
angular momentum. 1 carried away by the multipole radiation is, by 
angular momentum conservation, constrained to 
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(6.39) 
The lowest allowed multipoles are expected to dominate. Therefore 
a table defining the lowest allowed multipoles for given 
transitions are reproduced (from ref. [116]) below en denotes the 
parity P): 
THE LoWEST ORDER lmiD • L OF MULTIPOLE RADIATION IN A TRANSITION FROM 
J .,n. TO J 61Il6 
Parity-favored 
Ilol16 - ( - l l ·-.ft 
Parity-unfavored 
Il..14 - (-1)1·-1 •+1 
n .. - -Il6 
Electric Radiation 
L - IJ .. -lbl + 1 
except J. or J• - 0 
Electric Radiation 
L • 2 
except Jo - Jb - t 
L - 1 
Magnetic Radiation 
L - IJ.-Jbl + 1 
except J. or J& • 0 
Magnetic Radiation 
L - 1 
L-2 
except J. - J• - t 
Table 6.7 Lowest allowed multipoles for various transitions 
(reproduced from ref. (116]). 
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From table 6.7 and eqs. (1.8) we extract the following table over 
the lowest allowed multipoles in transitions between quarkonium 
states. 

















1 +l -1 Ml 
Table 6.8 The lowest allowed multipole transitions between 
quarkonium states. 
Radiative transitions between equal charge conjugation states are 
prohibited by C-conservation. 
The decay rate from Ii> to If> is given by the matrix 
element of the electromagnetic interaction Hamiltonian 
Within approximations as discussed in ref. {79], the following 
results are extracted [39,79]: 
.. 
rcn
3PJ n I 3s r> 4 2 3 2 -+ - ~ eQ a.w IEif I 1 
( 6. 40) 
r cn




r> 4 2 3 2 -+ 
- ~ eQ a.w IEif I 
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(6.41) 
w is the photon momentum Cmass difference between Ii> and If>). 
µQ is the quark magnetic moment and 
(6.42) 
(6. 43) 
for the appropriate initial (final) state radial wave functions 
Ri ( r) (Rf ( r) ) . 
In this approximation. due to the orthogonality and 
normalization properties of R(r). Mif - 1 for the case n - n' 
("allowed Ml") (eq. (6.41). and Mif - 0 when n' ~ n ("hindered 
Ml"). See section 6.3.2, eq. (6.65) for a measured "hindered-
ness". 
Various corrections to the results above. which could well 
be of the order N50%, are discussed in ref. [79). In fact the 
mere observation of the hindered Ml transition W' ~ ric (see fig. 
6.8 and section 6.3). ·indicates that relativistic corrections 
might be important in charmonium. 
Further indications of the necessity to introduce relativis-
tic corrections in charmonium come from the confrontation of the 
predicted El rates (eqs. (6.40)) to the experimental results. 
We see from table 6.9 that the non-relativistic models 
predict of the order twice the experimentally determined ones. 
The problem is resolved once relativistic corrections are 
taken into account, as thoroughly discussed in ref. [117]. In 
table 6.9 the non-relativistic results are from refs. [67,117]. 
and the relativistic ones from refs. fll0.114,117]. The experi-
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mental results are from ref. [118) (as cited in ref. (114)). 
r cw· 
-+ l XJ) (keV) 
State Experiment Theory 
Non-relativistic Relativistic 
* *~ [118) [ 67) (114) [117) [110) [114) [117) 
x2 17±5 24 33 27 14 24 19(16) 
xl 19±5 34 49 40 21 35 31(23) 
XO 21±6 43 64 45 22 44 27(22) 
* See comments in [ 114) . 
** The numbers in parenthesis are obtained taking couplec 
channels effects into account. 
Table 6.9. Radiative decay widths in charmonium compared to 
potential model predictions. 
Experimentally the partial width rc23s-+ 23P) is determined 
by measuring the branching fraction (essentially the number of 
radiative decays divided by the total number of decays, see for 
example ref. [52)) and using the experimentally observed total 
width (as discussed in section 6.1.3) in eq. (1.11). 
As could be expected (see chapter 3) the relativistic 
corrections seem less important in bottomonium. 
T(25 
In table 6.10 I have compared 
3 
-+ 2 P0 • 1 , 2 partial widths Cfrom 
the experiment~l results on 
branching fraction measure-
ments, data from ref. [108)) to non-relativistic and relativistic 
predictions. They all agree with the data (which as yet have 
rather large errors, though). Observe the relative smallness of 
the relativistic corrections (compare the non-relativistic and 
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relativistic results of ref. [117)) as compared to those of the 
charmonium system (table 6.9). 
r('r(2S) ~ 23 P ) J (keV) 
J Experiment Theory 
+ Non-relativistic Relativistic 
[119) [117,120) [117,120] 
2 2.0 
1 2.0 
0 1. 2 
Table 6.10 
± 0.4 1.8 
± 0.4 1.7 
± 0.3 1. 0 
El transitions T(2S) 
+ The experimental 




1.5 1. 0 
3 ~ l P 0 , 1 , 2 partial widths. 
results are extracted from 
[1081 using rcTC2S)) - (29±5) 
From eq. (6.40) we observe that the decay 3s1 ~ r3 PJ is 
3 2 proportional to (2J+l)w IEif I Eif is given by eq. (6.42) and 
depends only on the radial wave function. In the non-relativistic 
limit we therefore expect that 
should obey 
1 (6. 44) 
With radiative widths from table 6.9. masses from eqs. 
(6.31,32) and the W' mass from ref. [12) we obtain for charmonium 
-Rgc • 1.00 ± 0.3 0.75 + 0.2 0.68 + 0.2 
(6.45) 
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With radiative widths from table 6.10, 3P masses from eqs. 
(6.37), and the T(2S) mass from table 6.1 we get for bottomonium 
R~b • 1.00 ± 0.2 0.99 ± 0.2 0.92 ± 0.2 
(6.46) 
The experimental errors are too large for allowing strong 
conclusions to be drawn, but we observe that whereas the 
agreement with the non-relativistic expectation is marginal in 
charmonium, it seems very good in the bottomonium case. 
Determining whether a radiative transition is Electric or 
Magnetic requires measuring photon polarization. The multipole 
content of the radiation, however, can be investigated by 
studying the angular distribution of the radiation [115]. 
Such measurements are interesting since the hypothesis ·of 
dipole dominance can be tested. 
Also the hypothesis that only one quark is involved in 
radiating the photon (Single Quark Radiation hypothesis (SQR)) 
can be investigated [121]. In general. when a meson radiates a 
photon carrying away a total angular momentum 1. changing the 
meson spin from Ja to Jb. 1 is bound by eq. (6.39). For 3P 2 ~ 
r3s1 transitions it means 1 - l(El). 2CM2), or 3(E3). 
However, the SQR hypothesis justifies looking at the decay 
as a multipole emittance from a quark with total angular momentum 
j' orbiting around a spectator quark (s•l/2) ending up with total 
angular momentum j. Since, 
possible, and. since L - 0 
3 for P 2 • 
. 38 in 1 • 
j '+1/2 • 2 only j' - 3/2 is 
j - 1/2. In this case eq. 
(6.39} gives 1 - l(El) or 2(M2), i.e. E3 is forbidden. Clearly 
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the experimental observation of octupole radiation would 
invalidate SQR [121). Angular distributions in radiative decays 
of charmonium states have been measured by the Crystal Ball and 
R704 experiments. 
Crystal Ball [52) studied the exclusive chain 
1 - e,µ (6.47) 
x spins (see section 6.2.4) and multipole coefficients 
d~ (r(\11' -+ lX) a: r:(a'.) 2) 




fitted to a 5-dimensional table of angular distributions (see 
ref. [52]). Theyneglectedtheoctupole terms (fitting a 1 , a• 1 , 
a 2 , a• 2 > and worked with normalizations 
2 
r: a~ - 1. j-1 J -1 < aj < 1. 
The results favour dipole dominance: 
The R704 experiment studied the channel 
(6. 48) 
( 6. 49) 
A preliminary analysis [122) of the angular distributions 
indicates a vanishing a 3 (in accordance with SQR) but a signif i-
cant positive a 2 for x 2 . If the final analysis confirms this 
result, it may have interesting theoretical consequences. 
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6.2.3. Triplet P Widths 
As discussed in chapter 5 decay rates for 3 P0 and 
photons or gluons (i.e. hadrons) can be obtained from the 
corresponding positronium formulae for decays to 2 photons by 
applying the appropriate substitution rules (eqs. (5.26)). One 
obtains [79 J : 
2 
rc 3P ~Tl) • 432 e 4 ex IR' (0) 12 
o Of?I P 
a.2 
rc 3P ~hadrons) - 96 S IRp' Co) 12 
0 M2f (6.51) 
rc 3P ~ hadrons) • 4 rc 3P ~ hadrons) 2 'IO 0 
It should be emphasized that the results are to lowest 
order. It should also be made clear that the electron mass in the 
positronium formulae should be replaced by the quark mass, which 
in eqs. (6.51) in turn has been replaced by M/2, M being the mass 
of the state. This is a crude approximation. I therefore expect 
the error in putting MCx 2> MCx 0 ) - 1 : 1 : 1 when 
making ratios of the rates to be negligible Cit amounts to 
neglecting spin-orbit and tensor interactions). The calculation 
of 3p and 1P hadronic widths is complicated [79,123]. The 1 1 
dominant hadronic decay channel for 3 P is expected to be 3p ~ 1 1 
gqq, 
Uncertainties in the wave function and its derivative at the 
origin (dependent on the particular potential chosen) is 
minimized in ratios. 
From eqs. (6.51) (within the approximations indicated) we 
have 
r ( 3p ~ hadrons) 2 
r ( 3P ..... hadrons) 
0 
i:s - 0.27 
In ref. [79) is indicated 
rc 3P _...hadrons) 1 
rc 3P ~ hadrons) 2 
N 1/4 
We also obtain from eqs. (6.51) for charmonium 
a.2 -3 
- 0.9 -z - 1.2 x 10 






The most accurate measurements of the charmoniwn 3P2 and 
3p 1 
total widths are from R704, resulting from fits of Breit-Wigner 
shapes to excitation curves obtained by scanning the resonances 
in pp collisions (see section 4.3 and ref. [105)). See fig. 6.10. 
We present R704 and Crystal Ball [1061 results in table 6.11. 
r (XJ) (MeV) 
J R704 [105] Crystal Ball [106] 
2 2 6+1. 4 
. -1.0 0.8 - 4.9 (90% C. L.) 
1 < 1.3 (95% C .L.) < 3.8 (90% C. L.) 
0 13.5 ± 5 
Table 6.11 Charmonium triplet P total widths. 
Using the R704 results for x 1 and the Crystal Ball 
result for x
0 
total widths, and the branching fractions to TJ/W 
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from ref. [12J we obtain the hadronic widths for the charmonium 
triplet P states as (neglecting rcx0 , 2 -+ ll)) 
l 
(2.2 ± 1.2) 
rcx -+ hadrons) 
- c1 - BrJ;w>r - < 0 .9 
(13.4 ± 7) 
We thus find for charmonium 
r (x2 -+ hadrons) 
I' ( x
0 
-+ hadrons) - 0.16 ± 0.12 
cc. exp. 
MeV for ')(2 
MeV for 
'Xl 
MeV for ')( 
0 
(6.55) 
or roughly one standard deviation below the first order predic-
tion (6.52). Little data exist on the 2T decays of x 2 and x 0 . A 
preliminary analysis of R704 data on the process PP -+ x 2 -+ _ll 
points towards a result in agreement with eq. (6.54) [124]. 
In the upsilon sector, direct measurements of the 3P states' 
total widths have not proven possible. However, the hadronic 
widths can be extracted from measured branching fractions 
B(xb-+ TT) • BTT and calculated partial widths rcxb -+TT) - rTT 
according to the relation 
This was done in ref. [1081 for the 23 P states giving J 
(123 ± 45) keV for b x2 
rcxb-+ hadrons) 
-
(70 ± 23) keV for b xl 
> 345 keV for b x 0 
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This gives 
rcx~ -+ hadrons) 
0 < 0.4 
r cx0 _.. hadrons) 
not contradicting (6.52). 
Looking at absolute rather than relative widths, things 
still look acceptable in the upsilon spectrum [108,125], whereas 
the non-relativistic approach does not seem sufficient in the cc 
case [125). With ~8 - 0.2 (see section 6.1.3), standard potential 
models predict rcx2-+ hadrons) a factor 5-10 too low [125], see 
fig. 6.11. 
The facts that the predictions work well in the bb system 
and that the discrepancy cancels in ratios, make plausible the 
expectation that the error in the absolute 3P charmonium hadronic 
width predictions might be healed by appropriate relativistic 
corrections affecting the wave functions [1251. 
6.2.4. Triplet P Quantum Nuffiber Assignments 
Let us denote the three cc states x(3555), x(3510), and 
x(3415) and see what is experimentally known about their JPC 
quantum numbers. 
First of all: they are all observed in radiative transitions 
from W' and do also decay radiatively to rJ/W. Consequently they 
have all positive C-parity: 
C(x(3555)) - C(x(3510)) • C(x(3415)) .. + (6.58) 
Furthermore: x(3555) and x(3415) are observed [12] decaying to 
.. 
90 
n+n- and n°n° (411 (whereas the x(3510) is not). Let us analyse 
the x--+nn decay. Since s 
n 
0 it follows that J - L . Now we 
x nn 
use the fact that the parity of the two n-mesons is P-(-l)L(nn) 
which together with eq. (1.8) establishes 
J"V L + 1 
p - (-1) ~ - (-1) cc 
x 
and we conclude 
implying sx - 1. So we know x(3555) and x(3415) are spin 





L + 1 
- (-1) cc 
--> Px - + and consequently 
- + --> L - 1,3,5, ... 
cc 
The x(3510) has been observed decaying to nKK [41). 
Following ref. [1261 we describe this system of 3 pseudosca-
lars as two with relative angular momentum 1 and the third with 
angular momentum L relative to the centre of gravity of the two 
(see fig. 6.12). We will show that this system can not have 
p + quantum numbers J - 0 . J - 0 requires 1 - L. Then 
p - (-1) 3 (-1) 1 (-l)L - - C-1> 21 - - , Quod Erat Demonstrandum. 
The clues to the determination of the spin quantum numbers 
come from the Crystal Ball and R704 experiments. The Crystal Ball 
studied the angular distributions in the chain 
+ -
e e -+ 'II' -+ TX -+ + -TT1 1 with 1 - e,µ [52]. Only the 
x(3555) and x(3510) gave sufficient statistics for a proper spin 
analysis. 
In R704 angular distributions in the chain 
pp-+ x-+ TJ/W--+ 1e+e- were studied for x(3555) and x(3510) (122]. 
For R704 only unpublished data from a preliminary analysis are 
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available. We surrunarize the results in table 6.12 where values of 
- 2 in(L/L ) CL - likelihood) are shown. max 
State Hypothesis 




J Crystal Bal 1 R704 
2 0 0 
1 20 3.8 
0 40 7.4 
1 0 0 
2 16 0.4 
0 162 3.5 
Crystal Ball [52) and preliminary R704 [122] 
charmonium x spin analysis results. 
We see from the table that the preliminary R704 data merely 
confirm the more significant Crystal Ball results which clearly 
favour a spin 2 assignment to x(3555) and spin 1 for x(3510). 
Taken together. the evidence presented in this section is 
strong for the assignments 
x(3555) 
- x -2 1> -2 2++ 
x(3510) 
- xl - 3p -1 
1++ (6 .59) 
x(3415) 
- x -0 3p -0 
a++ 
but, admittedly, one would still wish a direct measurement of the 
x(3415) spin. 
In the upsilon sector the situation is not that advanced. 
However. unpublished results on angular correlations in the decay 
+ -chain e e -+ T(2S) -+ rxb -+ ll'l' ( lS) + --+ 1'i1 i : 1 - e,µ [127] 
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favour spin 2 for the heaviest 2xb state and spin 1 for the 
second heaviest. Spin 0 can be ruled out for both states as well 
as the simultaneous assignment of spin 1 to the heaviest state 
and spin· 2 to the second heaviest one [127). 
6.3. THE SINGLET S STATES 
The charmonium state, nc, was discovered by Crystal 
Ball in W' and J/W radiative transitions [128). See fig. 6.8. On 
that figure is also indicated a structure believed to be due to 
the 2 1s0 , n'c· the first radial excitation of nc [129). 
When studying the literature of the old days of charmonium 
it is important to be aware of several erroneous observations 
[130) of states interpreted as or n' c' note ably 
candidate at 2.8 GeV/c2 . 
The nc has since been studied in other experiments (see the 
following sections), whereas the n'c· to my knowledge, has not 
been confirmed. 
In the upsilon spectrum observations of singlet S states 
have to date not been reported. 
6.3.1. Jbe Singlet S Masses 
The Crystal Ball [106) and Mark III [131) experiments report 
consistent results of M(nc) - (2984 ± 4.6) MeV/c 2 and 
M(nc) - (2980.2 ± 1.6) MeV/c 2 , respectively, corresponding to a 
hyperfine splitting of the order 115 MeV. 
Although the hyperfine splitting needed for the erronously 
observed nc candidate at 2.8 GeV/c 2 [130) was unnaturally high, 
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it is interesting that several early potential models seemed to 
be easily able to accomodate it. See ref. [132] and references 
therein. 
However, already in 1976 Henriques et al. [110] predicted an 
nc mass of 3.0 GeV/c 2 (but unfortunately stressed that the result 
could not be taken seriously). 
In another approach, QCD sum rules [133], however, the 
elasticity was absent. Either the theory, predicting 
M(nc) - (3.00 ± 0.03) GeV/c 2 [134], or the observation at 2.8 
GeV/c2 had to be wrong. 
The experimental and a few theoretical results are sununa-
rized in table 6.13. 
Charmonium ls 
0 
masses CMeV /c 2> 
State Experiment Theory 
Crystal Ball Mark I I I 
. 
[106,129] [131] [134] [110] [114] [117] 
nc 2984±5 2980.2±1.6 3000±30 3000 2988 2984 
n' 
c 
3592±5 3670 3589 3587 
Table 6.13. Experimental results on charmonium singlet S state 
masses compared to some theoretical predictions. 
We observe that relativistically corrected potential models 
correctly reproduce the hyperfine splittings. 
6.3 . 2. nc Decay Rates 
The Crystal Ball has measured the nc [106] 
total widths to be 
rcnc) • (11.5 ± 4.5) MeV 
rcnc') < 8 MeV (95% C.L.) 
and the branching fractions 
B(W' -t rnc) - (0.28 ± 0.06) % 
B(J/'V -t Tnc) • (1.27 ± 0.36) % 
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From the 1s0 -t lT positronium formula and the substitution 
rules (eqs. (5.26) one obtains [79] to lowest order 
(6.61) 
where M is 2mc and is approximated by M - Mn in what follows. 
c 
In the similar approximation using eq. (6.51) we make the 
ratio 
rcx ..... hadrons) 
0 






Let us assume that spin-orbit and spin-spin interaction 
effects on the wave functions at the origin are negligible, and 
estimate CRp' (o) /R8 Co)) 
2 from formulae (6 .15) (the normalization 
is W8 Cr) - R8 Cr)/~4n) and (6.51). We find 
M4 
x2 rcx2 ..... hadrons) 
~ I (J/\V -t hadrons) 
MJ/\V 
or 
rcxo -t hadrons) 
I' ( n.c -t hadrons) 
36 
187. 3 as 
) 4( Mn.c 2 r (X2 -t hadrons) 
MJ/W) l'(J/IV -t hadrons} 
(6. 63) 
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Within the approximations used, we can put the mass ratios 
equal to unity and regard eq. (6.63) as an estimate of the x
0 
to 
n.c total widths. Subtracing the x2 radiative width rcx2 -t iJ/\V) 
N 0.4 MeV from the R704 value of rcx2) (table 6.11). and the 
leptonic width rcJ/\V -t e+e-,µ+µ-) 9.3 keV as well as the 
expected radiative Ci + hadrons) width (eq. (6.13), e 0 • 2/3) 
(12) of 5.7 keV from the J/\V total width [12], giving 2.2 MeV and 
48 keV for the x 2 and J/W hadronic widths. respectively, and 
using a 5 - 0.2 this estimate then gives 
(6. 64a) 
in nice agreement with eq. (6.60a). 
To get a feeling for the stability of predictions within the 
non-relativistic approximations used, we find from eqs. (6.61) 
and (6.15) with a 5 • 0.2 
rcn.c) N 98 rCJ/W -t hadrons) N 4.7 MeV (6. 64b) 
which is 1.5 standard deviations below the result (6.60a). 
Higher order QCD corrected calculations (135) predict 
rcn. -t hadrons) ~ (173 ± lO)r(J/W -t hadrons) 
c 
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or i(nc) ru (8.3 + 0.5) MeV nearly coinciding with the naive 
estimate (6.64a). 
From the measurements of BC\11' ~ lnc) and BCJ/\11 ~ rnc) (eqs. 
6.60c and d) we can estimate the degree of "hindered-ness" in 
the hindered Ml transition \II' ~ rn (see section 6.2.2). From eq. 
c 
(6 .41) we obtain 
IMif hinderedl 2 
2 
rcw· > 
I (J/qJ) (\) 3 x 10-
3 
IMif I (6.65) 
where w' - M(\11') - M(nc) and w - M(J/\11) - M(nc). 
Several exclusive hadronic decay channels have been studied 
by the Mark III experiment [131]. In view of the new experimental 
technique studying charmonia in pp annihilation (chapter 4.3) the 
n branching ratio to pp is of particular interest. Mark III 
c 
finds a value [131) 
B(nc ~pp) - (0.11 ± .006) % (6.66) 
For B(J/\11 ~ rnc) they use the Crystc:l Ball result (6.60d). Their 
nc ~PP signal is shown in fig. 6.13. 
The lowest order prediction for singlet S decay to two 
photons is [79) 
(6.67) 
From eq. (6.4) (neglecting the correction term for consistency 
and remembering \II • R/~4n) and the above formula we find 
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Applying first order QCD corrections to both expressions leads to 
the prediction [135) 
The QCD sum rule method (which was quite successful in predicting 
the nc mass (see section 6.3.1)) predicts [133) 
r<nc-+ TT) - 4.5 keV 
Experimentally, upper limits on rcnc ~TT) have been reported by 
Crystal Ball 150) C< 20 keV (90% C.L.)) and R704 [83] C< 7 keV 
(95% C.L.)). The R704 result is preliminary, and a refined 
background study now in progress might justify also establishing 
a lower limit. R704 looked for two photon final states according 
to the process PP ~ nc -+ TT· 
Recently 
+ -physics (e e 
the first result 
+ -
-+ e e n 
c 
with the 
on r (nc 
diagram of 
TT) from 2-photon 
fig. 4.6) has been 
reported by the PLUTO collaboration CDESY) [60]. They find 
rcnc-+ TT) - (33 ± 20) keV (using the Mark III result [1311 
B(nc ~ K5°K~+) • (1.5 + 0.6)%. 
The experimental results are not of sufficient quality to 
discriminate between the different theoretical predictions. The 
experimental and theoretical results for "c widths discussed in 
this section are summarised in table 6.14. 
It must be noted that the presentation of theoretical 
results presented here is by no means complete. For rcnc ~TT) 
consult the list given in ref. [60] of predictions ranging from 1 
to 12 keV. 








R704 Crystal Bal 1 
[83) [106,50) 
11.5 ± 4.5 
< 7 ( 9 5% C . L . ) < 2 0 C 9 0% C . L . ) 





1) Lowest order QCD. See the text and ref. [79). 
2) With 1st order QCD corrections, ref. [135]. 




** 6.5 8.3 
6.2 7.5 
At the present level of accuracy, no distinction is made 
between nc total and hadronic (gg) width. 
** The average of (6.64a and b). 





nc is observed (50,128,131) decaying to three pseudoscalars 
(nnn, nKK) . .As shown in section 6.2.4 this implies that JP of n 
c 
. + 
can not be O . 
From the radiative decays to nc from 1-- states (J/W, W') we 
know C - +. 
The clue to nc JPC determination comes from a Mark III study 
[136) of angular correlations in the reaction 
A typical event is displayed in fig. 4.4. The results 
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strongly favour the 0 assignment. Fig. 6.14 shows the 
distribution of events as a function of the angle between the two ~ 
decay planes (a). and of the K+ polar angle in the ~ rest frame 
(b). both nicely conforming to the 0- hypothesis. 
In conclusion, the nc is the 0-+ state as expected from eqs. 
Cl.8) for a singlet 1s . 
0 
6.4. THE SINGLET P STATES 
The quarkonium picture of the psi and upsilon spectra 
obviously requires the triplet P states to have hyperfine 
partners with quantum numbers 1P 1 - 1+-. Until recently [83,137] 
no evidence for such a state had been obtained [50J, neither in 
the b nor the c sector. In this talk I will be uniquely 
occupied by the charmonium case. 
As discussed in section 6.2.1 there is some evidence that 
the confining force in quarkonia has a large scalar component. 
From eq. (6.27) we would then expect the hyperfine splitting in P 
states ("large" r) to be sma 11. In the pure 1 y non-rel at i visti c 
case with vanishing spin-spin and tensor interactions, the 1P 1 
mass is degenerate with the spin-averaged triplet P mass 
3 MC P(c.o.g.)). 
3 MC P(c.o.g.)) • 
2 2 ~ (2J+l)MC 3PJ)/ ~(2J+l) • (3526.1±0.5) MeV/c 2 
J-0 J-0 (6.68) 
with 3 P masses from eqs. (6.31-32). 
Predictions of various relativistically corrected potential 
models for the P-state 
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3 M( P(c.o.g.)) are presented in table 6 . 15. We also give there the 
prediction of a sum rule approach [141]. 
REF.: [ 114] [117) [138] [139] [140] [ 141] Average 
.6M +1.4 +5.2 -22.4 0 +58 -12.2 5 ± 28 
2 (MeV/c ) 
Table 6.15 Some theoretical predictions of charmonium P state 
hyperfine splittings. Also the average with its 
spread is given. 
We conclude that the 1P1 should be found within a few tens of 
Me Vs from the centre of gravity MC 3P(c.o.g.)). 
What can we expect for the lp 1 width? Neglecting the 3-
photon decay we write down the following closure relation 
rc 1P1> • rc
1P ~ hadrons) + rc 1P ~ T + hadrons) + rc 1P ~ 1 1 1 
Eq. (6.13) is valid also for the singlet P decays [79]. With 
ec - 2/3 and ~S - 0.2 we get for charmonium 1P 1 
Blgg/Brgg - 0.12. and 
rc 1P 1) - 1.12 rc
1P ~hadrons)+ rc 1P ~ Tt\) 1 1 c (6.69) 
Let me first estimate the El radiative transition rate. I will 
neglect the changes in the radial wave function introduced by the 
hyperfine splitting interaction. In this approximation 
R (r) - R p<r> and similarly for the S states. triplet P singlet 
Then we can use the new R704 results (105] on rcx 2> together 
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with well established results on the 3p J -t r
3s 1 decays of 
charmonium. From eq. (6.42) we see that in the above approxi-
mation the El transition matrix elements for lp 1 -+ ,.1s 0 and 
3 3 PJ-+ i s1 are equal. From eqs. (6.40) we then obtain with 
1 3 MC P1 > - MC P(c.o.g.)) (eq. (6.68)) 
rc 1P -+ rn ) - 1.7 rcx 2 -+ TJ/W) 1 c 
With BCx 2 -+ iJ/W) - 0.155 ± 0.0018 [12] and 
rcx2 ) - (2.6 ± 1.4) MeV we find 
(6.70) 
rcx2 -+ iJ/W) - (403 ± 215) keV and from eq. (6.70) 
(6.71) 
This should only be regarded as an order of magnitude estimate-
in addition to propagation of statistical errors (± 370 keV) 
there are of course large uncertainties in the factor 1.7 (eq. 
(6.70)). 
Within the approximations discussed in ref. [79] the 1p 1 and 
3P 1 (x1 > hadronic widths are related by 
rc 1Pl-+ hadrons) - ~ rcxl-+ hadrons) ( 6. 72) 
The x 1 width is, however. not well measured. only upper limits 
exist. The R704 result [105] is rcx 1) < 1.3 MeV (95% C.L.). 
A reliable estimate of the 1 P1 width is therefore not 
possible. I will here simply make the guess rc 1 P -+ hadrons) -1 
0.5 MeV. resulting in (eqs. (6.69.71)) rc 1P1 ) - 1.25 MeV. If this 
bears some resemblance to the truth, the radiative branching 
fraction BC 1P 1 -+ rnc) is rather high - of the order 50%. 
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Several production mechanisms and decay modes of the 1P1 
have been suggested as tools for experimentally discovering this 
state (142.143.1441. Stimulated by theoretical indications [1421 
(however with important uncertainties [ 145. 146 J) that the 
w· ~ n° 1P transition might have a large branching fraction (at 1 
the few per cent level). the Crystal Ball sought evidence for the 
reaction chain 
+ - 0 1 e e ~ W' ~ n P 1 
signatured by a monochromatic n° signal at ECn°) - M(W') - MC 1P1 > 
of the order 160 MeV [50). No signal was observed. Further 
stimulated by the large expected radiative transition branching 
fraction discussed above they also tried to reduce background by 
looking for the exclusive chain 
Still no signal was observed (50]. 
As discussed in chapter 4.3 any fermion-antifermion state 
can be formed in proton antiproton annihilation. However, due to 
helicity conservation in massless QCD the formation of the 
singlet P state is forbidden to lowest order [147,148], as is the 
case also for nc and x
0 
formation [149]. Since the approximation 
of massless quarks is probably not good at charmonium energies, 
we expect the 1P1 coupling to pp to be suppressed, but not zero. 
Evidence that the suppression is in fact not very strong at 
charmonium energies comes from the observation of a large 
(N 0.1%) branching fraction of the nc to pp (131]. 
Due to the very low background in the PP charmonium 
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experiment R704 in inclusive Jf\I/ detection it was decided to scan 
a mass range close to M( 3P(c.o.g.)) for the reaction 
where X most probably would be n° (isospin 
+ -
n n [137]. The mass range scanned was 
3520 < M < 3530 MeV/c2 
suppressed) or 0 0 n n , 
A cluster of five events was observed in a narrow energy band 
close to M( 3P(c.o.g.)). In fact, interpreted as a resonance, the 
events give M - (3525.4 ± 0.8 ± 0.5) MeV/c2 [1371. Unfortunately 
the ISR shut-down did not allow completing "off-resonance" 
background measurements. 
Interpreting the five events as coming from the 1P1 , the 
"off-resonance" comprise 309 nb-l of luminosity compared to 
710 nb-l "on resonance". Using in addition off-resonance data 
from the x 1 scan [105] and fitting to a resonance plus an energy-
independent background one obtains a 2.3 6 resonance signal with 
a background compatible with zero [137]. 
On this basis, unfortunately, the hypothesis that all the 
five events arise from a uniform background can not be excluded. 
Only further experimental work can lead to a firm conclusion 
on the 1P1 existence and mass, and thus contribute a beautiful 
and long sought for confirmation of the charmonium model. 
It is this author's belief that this goal can only be 
accomplished by pursuing the technique pioneered by the R704 
experiment. In fact such a continuation is foreseen [65], 
possibly with data taking starting in 1987. 
• 
-
30D6. ~OU. H6&. ~6H. 
M, MeY 
.Kesult!! of the "1 · and w' -meson mass measurements 
at VEPP-4. Open circles show the values obtained in separate 
cycles, dark circles are the wef8hted average. The diamonds 
correspond to the world averages. 
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